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ABSTRACT
A shift has occurred in the construction of

information and knowledge within Generation M.

Traditionally, while definitions of this generation have
differed among various sources, I attempt to frame its

membership by drawing on Jim Cummins'

(1981) research on

bilingual acquisition. According to Cummins, language

acquisition occurs along two axes: Basic Interpersonal
Communication Skills (BICS) and Cognitive/Academic Language

Proficiency (CALP). Mapping this theory onto Generation M

allows us to define them as the first generation who has

acquired the BICS of technological literacy as an aspect of
primary language usage, and thus resolves the demographic

dilemma of placing them within a traditional framework.
Once Generation M has been properly contextualized
within the framework of technological literacy acquisition,

we can begin to negotiate the components of digital

composition that constitute the shift in information and
knowledge construction displayed therein. Drawing upon

recent research in the area of digital semiotics, I attempt
to present three major components of contemporary attitudes

toward information and knowledge construction: the
decentralization of text and concomitant collapse of the

separation between lexical and visual semiotic
qualification, the de-emphasis on authorial presence and
textual ownership within the "filesharing ethic" of

Generation M, and the transition from the gesellschaft

nature of discourse toward a gemeinschaft approach toward
information and knowledge in general.

Finally, I make recommendations for the contemporary
fields of Rhetoric, Composition, and Literature in regards

to curricular expansion aimed toward widening access to

Generation M. Synthesizing several recent studies on
digital production among Generation M, I offer a framework

of remediation in the attempt to encourage the acceptance
of digital composition as a valid space of rhetorical
production. Through this work, it is hoped, Rhetoric and

Composition studies can better negotiate a pedagogical

shift commensurate with that found in contemporary
attitudes toward information and knowledge.
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CHAPTER ONE
GEARING UP: THE GENERATION M MANIFESTO

Foreword

The shelf life of writing on technology and its impact

on culture seems to decrease exponentially with every

passing year. The same work that presciently heralds a
trend of the "digital age" can just as quickly become a
passe commentary on a whim of the ever-shifting market of

Internet phenomena - the certainty of permanence is not
something that belongs to contemporary writing. However,

this impermanence itself, along with the various aspects of
the digital world that make up our present understanding of

"Internet culture," begins to inform a postcritical
awareness that begs exploration and analysis of itself.

I am writing, then, as both a member of "Generation M"
(as I define it), and outside of it, trying to understand
the impact of foundational shifts in both the cultural

attitudes toward information and knowledge construction

that accompany a generation who grew up learning to type
their name before handwriting it, and my own relationship
to those attitudes, having been brought up in a print-rich

environment that was quickly usurped by a digital-rich
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worldview. In many ways, my own path toward multiliteracy
was simultaneously supplanted and interrupted by its

intersection with the "information superhighway" that those
a bit older than me would largely underestimate the

importance of, and which those a bit younger than me would
take for granted as having always been there. Thus, my
perspective remains a privileged one, in equal parts

because of my class and my temporal location, and the work

herein seeks to explore those elements that might help to

form a connection between both sides of what has been
heralded as the "digital divide."

The Generation M Manifesto

At 8:01 am on Wednesday, July 8, 2009, Umair Haque

posted a blog on the Harvard Business Review site. It was

titled "The'Generation M Manifesto," and it began with a
simple proclamation: "Dear Old People Who Run the World, My

generation would like to break up with you." As far as
manifestos go, it succeeds more in terms of articulating
the defining pet peeves of a group of individuals who have

come to primarily communicate through a digital medium than

it does in rallying the collective cry of an oppressed
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people. Along with his claim of "irreconcilable
differences," Haque states several brief demands:
small, responsive, micro-scale commerce

... authentic, deep democracy - everywhere ... real

value, built by people with character, dignity,
arid courage ... [and] ... a society built on

(n.p.)

authentic community,

As a way of providing a sense of evidence to his claims,
each of the italicized phrases in his list (which appear as

red-letters in the original) is a hyperlink to another
article or webpage, thus adding an extra dimension to the
invective that furthers his argument en exempli gratia:
clicking on "authentic community" leads to a New York Times

article about Brooklyn's "communal dining movement," for

example.
The claims and charges Haque levies against the
nebulous "Old People" with whom he seeks to terminate his

toxic relationship are equally wide-scoped and sweeping,

and continue the trend of embedded links: "We're not for
sale:" Haque avers, "we're once again learning to do what
is meaningful"

(that being, as the hyperlink suggests at

http://www.kiva.org/, the lending of money to impoverished

people). In all, the manifesto seems to respond directly to
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the financial crises encountered by those companies and

institutions that he sees as being tied down to "old"

business practices, and the implication is clearly that the

fault lies with an unwillingness to adapt to the "tectonic
shift rocking the social, political, and economic
landscape" that is the oeuvre of Generation M.
Of course, one alone is not qualified to solely define
his/her generation, nor does his manifesto serve as a

definitive document for the complex and multifarious

members therein. The 312 comments on the page suggest that

only a scant fraction of those likely to be included in
"Generation M" have even seen the document, much less
necessarily agree with its politically charged agenda, in
which he claims the mission of his generation is "to foot

the bill of yesterday's profligacy - and to create,
instead, an authentically, sustainably shared prosperity."

Nonetheless, Haque provides a criterion for membership

that resonates with the interests of contemporary digital
composition, and opens the doors to include an increasingly

large segment of society: "Generation M is more about what

you do and who you are than when you were born." Thus, his

reach extends beyond his grasp in that his missive, albeit
structured in a Web 1.0 format, speaks to the hearts and
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minds of a Web 2.0 audience, and successfully addresses the

shift in attitudes toward knowledge and composition within
Generation M.

The identity of Generation M is heavily tied in with
the establishment of "Web 2.0," and exists both as a

historical and technological phenomenon. While the Internet

and World Wide Web have existed as modes of crommerce and
communication since the early 1990s, the development of Web

2.0 coincides with the turn of the millennium, and thus
informs the primary forum through which the "Millennial
Generation" (Gen-M) has learned to communicate: "students
of the 'millennial generation'... are mediated and

circumscribed by digital culture" (Evans 56-57).

While the dates of birth informing this generation are
a handy benchmark for identification, the specific ages and

particulars differ between sources - Evans places them as
being born between 1982 and 1998, for example, while the
Kaiser Family Foundation describes them merely as "8-18

year-olds" (http://www.kff.org/entmedia/entmedia

030905pkg.cfm). The defining criteria of their cohesion as
a generation tends to operate as a function of their use

and familiarity of the "new media" that exists within the
Internet and World Wide Web - and, in particular, Web 2.0.
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Much like the slipperiness of defining "Gen-M," the

details of Web 2.0 are less than concrete. According to RSS

Specifications, a website dedicated to users and
programmers of "Really Simple Script" (a derivative of

HTML, the markup language used to program websites),
Web 2.0 is the next generation of technology

solutions where interactive content is the norm.

There is no agreement on exactly what Web 2.0-

means, depending on who you are speaking with,
you may receive different explanations-.

(http://www.rss-specifications.com/what-is-web2.htm)
Ziff-Davis, a technology company and expert resource for

both amateurs and professionals, defines them even more
nebulously: .
Web 2.0 is social, it's open (or at least it
should be), it's letting go of control over your

data, it's mixing the global with the local. Web
2.0 is about new interfaces - new ways of
searching and accessing Web content. And last but

not least, Web 2.0 is a platform - and not just

for developers to create web applications like
Gmail and Flickr. The Web is a platform to build
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on for educators, media, politics, community, for

virtually everyone in fact ... Web 2.0 is about the

people, when it comes down to it. So it has to be

inclusive. The definitions of technologists,
social scientists, web designers, philosophers,

educators, business people, anybody - they all
count (http://www.zdnet.com/blog/web2explorer/

what-is-web^-20/5) .
Clearly, while a strict and definitive list of what
parameters define Web 2.0 would be satisfying, we are left

with more of a generalized set of trends regarding the
establishment of Web 2.0 as a burgeoning field of sorts,

both integrated within and superimposed upon Web 1.0. These

trends, however, match up in several ways with what Haque
proclaimed as the guiding principles of Generation- M, and
in that way help to create the establishment of a culture

and ethos of both Gen-M and Web 2.0 - or, as Eszter
Hargittai dubs it, "the Net Generation."

As with any generation, it cannot be assumed that

homogeneity exists as a rule therein; just as the "BabyBoomers" is a multifaceted and variegated group of people

generally born between the years 1945 and 1960, Generation

M contains a vast amount of heterogeneity and variation
7

within it. The unique challenge of Generation M, however,

is in its existence as a, collection of the "digital

natives" - those who grew up already surrounded by the
technology and connectivity that the Internet and World

Wide Web provides - versus the "digital immigrants," or
those for whom this advent of networking and communication
was encountered as completely new. While we have no static

set of spheres in which we might create a Venn-diagram to
identify which is which, a body of research exists that

seeks to challenge the assumption that "once people go

online issues of inequality are no longer a concern"

(Hargittai 92), and which reveals a surprising amount of
variation within Generation M - while at the same time

helping to define through practice who, exactly, they are.

Hargittai concludes that data "clearly show ...
considerable variation ... among fully wired college students

when it comes to understanding various aspects of Internet
use" (108). However, her study, which attempts to control
for "basic Internet access and use" (94) among first-year
college students in 2007 (whose ages predominantly range

from 18-19 years), actually suggests that the "variation"

involved within those members of "the Net Generation"
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pivots primarily around the issue of technical literacy

more than actual ability or skill in Internet use.

Recent data suggests that despite ten years of growth
in Internet accessibility, a quarter of Americans are
"offline" (Hargittai 94), which indicates a pervasive

permanence of the "digital divide." No argument controverts
the fact that having no access to the Internet and World

Wide Web contributes to ."social inequality," and Hargittai
correctly asserts the possibility that "differentiated

usage patterns among the connected have the potential to

contribute to social inequality" (94). Further
considerations of these findings, however - as well as of
Generation M itself - complicate the issue considerably.

Hargittai and Hinnant's (2008) study, as cited in
"Digital Na(t)ives? Variation in Internet Skills and Uses

among Members of the 'Net Generation'," agrees with earlier

(2001) studies about variation of Internet usage correlated
to socioeconomic differences by proclaiming that "education

was positively associated with capital-enhancing online
activities" (Hargittai 95). These "capital-enhancing"

activities include the exercises of "seek[ing] health

information; engag[ing] in financial transactions,
research, look[ing] for job information, and get[ting]
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news," which were then contrasted to "browsing just for
fun, playing a game, or gambling online" - the latter being

negatively correlated to education level (Hargittai 95).

There appear to be two major problems with the
conclusion being drawn from this data, which is that "those

from more privileged backgrounds may reap more of [the

Internet's] benefits if they are more likely to use it in
potentially beneficial ways" (95). First, the inherent

assumption that these "capital-enhancing" activities are
more effective or powerful than non-digital analogs thereof
(i.e., visiting the doctor, going to the bank, filling out
employment applications at stores, or reading the
newspaper) remains neither proven nor particularly helpful
in regards to understanding how the majority of Gen-M uses

the internet. As well, the presumed "benefit" of using the

Internet in these ways excludes the potential of "social
capital," which leads directly to the second major problem
for Hargittai's proclamation: every criterion of net-usage

listed above exists as a function of Web 1.0.
Ignoring the presumption that this "capital-enhancing"

activity engaged in predominantly by the educated will

garner any actual positive results, there remains no

specific evidence of a positive or negative correlation
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between education level and Web 2.0 applications. The

spheres of net-usage listed in Hargittai's data set include
only a one-way user interface (i.e., user and health
website; user and bank website; user and news website-,

etc.) ,' which accounts for very little of actual Internet
usage trends among Generation M, with over half of all
teenagers in the US and UK maintaining Social Networking

Sites (such as MySpace or Facebook) as of 2007 (Livingstone
75). These SNSs represent the user-created content base and

peer-to-peer connectivity that inform both Web 2.0 and the
primary mode of Internet usage by Generation M at the time

of Hargittai's study, and as such the exclusion of these
spheres represents a major oversight in the attempt to

understand the implications of "variation in Internet'
skills." Essentially, Hargittai misapplies the assumption
of Web 1.0 functionality upon the society that informs Web

2.0.
The assessment of "online skills" as measured by her
survey of Gen-M students further complicates the efficacy

and clarity of Hargittai's study: "Respondents were asked
to rate their level of understanding of 27 Internet-related

terms on a five-point scale" (99). While administering the
survey on paper may prevent contamination of results by
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avoiding the testing of participants in the same medium
that is being assessed for "skill level," it seems clear
that the tacit equation between recognition and
comprehension of "Internet-related terms" and an authentic
assessment of "Internet skill-level" is hardly sound,

despite its similarity to "items included in the Internet

Society Module of the General Social Survey 2000"
(Hargittai 99). Both assessments fail to engage the

participant in the actual carrying-out of tasks and

functions that constitutes facility of Internet usage, and

as such remains only a measurement of what Stuart Seiber
calls "functional literacy."

Seiber's case for "functional literacy" is built on

the pretext of reframing "computer literacy" within the
context of "multiliteracies." Fully recognizing that the

traditional attitudes toward functional literacy can be
"damaging" to students, as the limitations of perceived
expectations generally create an atmosphere of remediation,
Seiber questions the importation of "functional literacy"

as a model for assessing user responses to computer

technologies. The kinds of skills and abilities needed to
navigate the minefield of digital texts (such as word

processing applications, data management programs, and
12
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websites) are neither basic nor remedial for students in a
digital age. Direct instruction of this "functional"

literacy, Seiber argues, promotes participation in those

"other" forms of literacy necessary to fully developing a

critical and rhetorical understanding of the digital
environments encountered in students' daily lives.
In general, Seiber offers a three-part framework of

the kinds of literacy needed in order to address the

postcritical needs of a burgeoning generation of users who
are potentially becoming disconnected from the very

networks and social forms in which they believe they

J

J

participate. The dangers of failing to-adopt this
postcritical stance are that "computer literacy initiatives
will simply serve to perpetuate rather than alleviate

existing social inequities" (13). This warning offers a
strong claim against the assumption that students will

teach themselves the "basics" of computers - or even that
we can really boil the complexities of digital literacies

down to a set of "basic skills" in the first place. Rather,
the possibilities of engaging in the depth and breadth of
the "digital revolution" remain a far greater challenge to
negotiate.
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In order to critique recent institutional attempts at
creating a "primer" of "basic computer skills," Seiber

reproduces a three-part list from Florida State University

(16-19), which represents the study guide 'for an

equivalency exam which will qualify a passing student as
"computer literate." The problem with this approach, Seiber
argues, is that although passing such a test might' prove

that a student "know[s] a great deal" (19) about computers,
they may very well lack the "perspectives needed for making
rhetorical judgments" (20) about the very technology that
they can operate with such facility. Here, the shortcomings
of Hargittai's conclusions become apparent: by framing the
context of "Internet Usage" within the confines of

functional literacy, she fails to recognize the complexity
of activity which constitutes "usage" throughout the

digital spaces within Web 2.0.

Thus, rather than limiting our framework of digital

literacy to' the manipulation of computer programs and the
applications associated therewith, it becomes clear that we

must include the creative utilization of digital
technologies as well, thus addressing the multiple

rhetorical demands of the various purposes for which
students use them, and to what effect they utilize them.
14

This multidimensional approach to the issue of digital

literacy is not only apt for our present state of access,
but absolutely necessary if we expect our students' to

develop independently within their respective fields of
technological use.

After correcting for the data in regard to both the
oversight of excluding Web 2.0 use and the misapplication
of functional literacy skills to actual Internet usage

skills, the findings Hargittai presents provide a

surprising insight into the ways that Generation M exhibit

immersion and fluency with the Internet and World Wide Web.
Prior studies of social inequality within Internet usage

such as Barzilai-Nahon (2006), van Dijk (2005), and

DiMaggio et al.

(2004) have shown a historical lack of

access among women, families with low parent education, and
minority groups. However, Hargittai's study finds that "the

graph showing number of use years [i.e., how long the
subject has been performing tasks online] is the only one

where there is no clear .relationship between [access and
parental education]," and as well that "the relationship of
race/ethnicity to various Internet use measures is mixed"
(Hargittai 103). This data suggests that Generation M is

beginning to defy the traditional data striation pattern of
15

historical inequalities, and that students who can be
considered part of this generation are more likely to
actively use and participate in the Internet, regardless of

demographic variation.

Disambiguating "traditional" literacy from

"technological" literacy, however, remains an area in which
studies such as Hargittai's and Seiber's analyses of
Internet usage continue to demonstrate a lack of’ clarity. A

large part of the "digital divide" that has been criticized
widely throughout the discussion of the digital revolution
reflects the socioeconomic divide between groups with
material access to a "print-rich" environment. Just as
communities with a lower-than-average socioeconomic level

continue to score lower in measurements of traditional

literacy, the generational impact of families with
historically lower access to education reduces overall

technological literacy: "those from families with at least
one parent holding a graduate degree ... exhibit

significantly higher level know-how about the Web than
others" (Hargittai 104-105).

Clearly, the presence of a

print-rich environment positively impacts the transition to

a digital-rich environment, and Hargittai's findings that

"user background relates to online know-how beyond the
16

technical context of use" (105) reaffirms the need to

explore the "digital divide" in terms of literacy.
In many ways, the digital divide between "digital

natives" and "digital immigrants" is the domain of

bilingual education. Although not a formally distinct
language, technological literacy requires a process of

acquisition involved in becoming "fluent" therein. The
framework of language acquisition applies to the divide
between those, who have grown up using the technologies of

the Web and those for whom the Internet represent an

entirely new field of communication. Jim Cummins'

(1981)

work on bilingual education and language acquisition is a

helpful analog to this process. Acquisition of language
exists as a cognitive process that occurs unconsciously and
without any intentional effort on the part of the user,

whose exposure to language(s) during early cognitive growth
constitutes their being a "primary speaker" of a language.
Under this banner, however, Cummins articulates a

distinction developed from Shuy's "iceberg" model of

language proficiency: "BICS" and "CALP."

BICS, short for "Basic Interpersonal Communication
Skills," represents the'areas of language which are part

and parcel of becoming a "primary speaker:" pronunciation,
17

word order, verb agreement, and internal sentence order

(Subject-Verb-Object in English, for example). Cummins
argues that these elements of language become acquired as a

function of cognitive development, and that they are not to
be equated with literacy or other, more complex features of

language (21); these features are described by what Cummins
calls "CALI?" (Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency) :

The essence of the distinction is that BICS

involves processing language within a meaningful

interpersonal context in which word meaning is

supported by many situational and paralinguistic

cues. CALP, on the other hand, reflects
individual differences in processing language

which is ... an autonomous representation of
meaning.

(23)

This model of language acquisition, when applied to
technological literacy, exposes the kinds of misreading in
proficiency measurements that Hargittai and other

researchers make when generalizing the results of a study
of "basic" technology skills to an overall measurement of

"technological literacy." Cummins explains how this occurs
in the assessment of bilingual fluency: "The ... iceberg

metaphor, highlights the fact that a child's command of the
18

'visible' BICS can give a misleading impression of overall

linguistic proficiency" (24).

Just as the apparent mastery of BICS cannot be
transferred automatically to the mastery of CALP in second-

language instruction, the apparent lack of BICS cannot be
used to assume a similar absence of CALP within a sampling
of learners - finding out what users of technology do not

know will provide little information regarding the amount

that they do. The skills measured by those seeking to

establish a measurement of "basic" Internet usage, then,

tend to ignore the deeper infrastructure of cognitive tasks
which are not included within the set of "functional
literacy" skills (cf. Seiber), and thus overlook the

complexity of information and knowledge construction at
work therein.
There is no adequate benchmark by which one can

measure a user's overall facility with the kind of
inforntation structure that Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 represent,

and the intention of investigators to assess "basic skills"
suggests a deficit-model framework that, at best, remains
counterproductive to digital literacy research. In fact,

this model of analysis is similar to what Cummins
identifies as the "Separate Underlying Proficiency" (SUP)
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model in his research on bilingual education (25). If
"functional literacy" skills represent the BICS of

technological literacy acquisition, and English is treated
as the primary language, then the SUP model holds that one

should expect to see development in the learner's L2
(target language; in this case functional technology
skills) based on her or his performance in LI (English).
Rather, these unfounded expectations of literacy-transfer

between a user's primary language and his/her technological
ability (which implicitly carry over the SUP model)

fundamentally misguide the aims of contemporary research in

digital literacy.
Hargittai's study, along with others seeking to

establish a link between traditional literacy and

technological proficiency, falls prey to the SUP model of

cognitive transfer between Ll and L2, thus misgauging the
assessment of technological fluency. By presupposing that

technological literacy skills and English language skills

should be proportional, these studies imply that the lack
of those skills should be remediated through explicit

instruction in the user's primary language (Ll) in order to
address the needs of learning her or his L2 (technological
literacy). Such misdiagnoses threaten to potentially damage
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the placement of students whose technological literacy

skills have been assessed as "sub-standard," resulting in
the misguided attempt to cure the symptoms of'digital

illiteracy instead of the causes, and exclude students

whose digital practices rank as "abnormal" due to their
being poorly assessed.
Cummins argues against this kind of prescriptivism in

his discussion of bilingual education in terms of the SUP
model, where "it is assumed that ... there is a direct link

between exposure to [the target language] ... and achievement
in [the target language]" (25), and the arguments levied

against it remain as applicable to the field of digital
literacy as they are to traditional literacy. In short,

exposure to the Internet does not yield more rapid

acquisition of BICS for those for whom it is a "new

language" any more than exposure to English yields greater
acquisition for a teenager moving to America from a non

English speaking country. Considering this, Hargittai's

conclusions about students' perceived inequalities in
"basic Internet usage" merely echo the issue-of

socioeconomic challenges to having equal access to
technology that have been well-noted ever since Paul
Olson's (1987) article, "Who Computes?" Hargittai does
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little more than reinforce what we already know about the
"digital divide."

The Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP) model better

serves the question of technological literacy and the
successful bridging of the gap between those for whom

technology BICS were acquired and those for whom they

remain a "foreign tongue." In the CUP model, "experience

with either language can promote the development of the

proficiency underlying both languages" (Cummins 25). This
model deemphasizes the way in which measurements in BICS

between two languages (or between English and technological

literacy, as it applies to this discussion) are over-

generalized by being treated as equivalent, instead seeking
to recognize the areas in which proficiency in a student's

LI (acquired language) can be "transferred" to his/her L2

(target language).
In the context of Hargittai's study, this adjustment

addresses the complex cognitive tasks involved with the
ways in which respondents reported using the Internet

(albeit limited to a Web 1.0 gestalt) and delves into the
degree to which Internet usage demonstrates Cognitive/
Academic Learning Proficiency. Institutionally, this

alteration of the assessment framework allows us to move
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beyond the limitations of "functional literacy" upon which

traditional measurements of technological aptitude have
focused, turning toward a more holistic approach that
measures what Seiber terms "critical literacy" and

"rhetorical literacy" as well.
In rounding out the application of Cummins' BICS/CALP

model of bilingual education to the study of technological

literacy and development of a better model of assessment,
it is important to note the implications of relying on a

SUP-based model of measurement when dealing with
technological literacy tests, and the degree to which their

results can be misleading. Following the logic of
assessments which seek to show "basic proficiency," it can
be assumed that a student who has demonstrated adequate

skills in "functional literacy" will be deemed as

"technologically literate" by the assessment, and thus will
be expected to perform other technological tasks with equal

proficiency.
However, this logic is tantamount to what Cummins

calls the "early-exit" strategy of bilingual education

programs, where it is believed that "... English skills will
not develop adequately unless [students] are mainstreamed
as quickly as possible" (27). For technological education,
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"mainstreaming" represents the point at which the skills of
a language learner are presumed to be commensurate with

his/her peers who have demonstrated acquisition.

Thus, the point in technological fluency where the
BICS of Internet usage and other digital literacy issues

are no longer explicitly addressed (e.g., in a First-YearCompositiori course) remains a critical area of concern for
digital literacy studies. If no instructional time is set
aside for discussing how to use a word-processing program

or how to navigate an Internet browser to do research, we

risk widening the "digital divide" that has been allowed to
persist due to inadequate assessment of digital fluency -

we risk extending the "early-exit" strategy into the realm
of digital composition.

The dangers of this "early-exit" strategy include
"Testing for the Exit Threshold," which Cummins explains as
misleading to assessors of literacy because they "often

prematurely assume that [language learners] have attained

sufficient [L2] proficiency ... [because] they ... ignore the
CALP which underlies [L2] literacy development" (27) . In

terms of technological literacy, this misdiagnosis can help

to explain why "considerable variation exists even among

fully wired college students when it comes to understanding
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various aspects of Internet use" (Hargittai, 108). When
studies focus only on those "basic skills" that constitute

functional literacy, they ignore the deep relationship
between Internet usage and cognitive/academic learning

proficiency that a more holistic approach recognizes.
Let us treat "Generation M," then, not as a

traditionally modeled group of people born after a certain

year, but as a series of thinkers whose literacy practices
have been shaped by the trends of digital media by having

acquired the foundational skills of technological literacy.
Generation M is the first generation for whom computer and
Internet use is a primary language. If, after all, as Haque

claims, "Generation M is more about what you do and who you

are than when you were born," then a reshaping of the
traditional definitions of generational membership is
required in order to understand the forces at work behind

the makeup and gestalt of this group of digital
rhetoricians. Recent work in the areas of postcritical
methods for composition pedagogy may help to provide us

with a framework for studying the trends of shifting
attitudes towards information and knowledge construction

that are shared by members of Generation M.
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Kevin DePew and Susan Miller note that "composition
studies has become a fragmented discipline"

(2005)

(259)

in their

article, "Studying L2 writers' digital writing: An

argument for post-critical methods." Because Gen M's

differentiation from other generations revolves around the

degree to which they have acquired functional technological

literacy, studying L2 writers in regard to digital
composition allows us to isolate areas in which the
shifting methodologies of writing instruction are adjusting

to meet the needs of digital writers.
In particular, DePew and Miller's findings provide a

survey of contemporary spaces in which digital composition
is being taught.

"The writing classroom of the new

millennium," they argue, "is characterized by digitally
mediated communication," and "multimodalities and

multiliteracies

classroom"

[are becoming] the reality of the writing

(260). Traditional composition practices that

have focused on the process of producing linear, thesisdriven, deductive texts overlook the areas within digital
communication in which Gen M writers practice synthesis and
re-appropriation of information. By incorporating

postcritical methodologies within the contemporary

composition classroom, DePew and Miler argue, these areas
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of digital composition can become a functional and valid
component of writing pedagogy.

Building upon the (1991) criticism of positivist

research traditions that Donna Haraway made in her
discussion of the "modest witness" prevalent in the voice

of traditional academic writing, DePew and Miller echo the

distrust of "objectivity" required implicitly in the
traditional composition classroom. From the perspective of
Generation M, this framework of composition indicates the

failure of the contemporary field of writing studies to
address the shifting attitudes towards information and
knowledge construction that exist within writers who have
embedded the discursive practices of digital writing into

their composition process.
The need for a postcritical approach, then, stems from

the need to provide a framework of composition that

"locates the knowledge generation in several sites ... to
encourage diverse interpretations or multiple truths"

(265). The hypermediated structure of recursive information
output found in Web 2.0, for example, defies the

traditional model of the static, thesis-driven composition
by incorporating the process of revision within the aspect
of audience feedback vis-a-vis the recursion of "comment
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threads." This aspect of digital composition embeds the
concept of "diverse interpretations" and "multiple truths"

within the very structure of the medium in which writing
takes place, and thus embodies the kind of postcritical

methodology that DePew and Miller argue for within the
contemporary composition classroom.

The digital spaces of Web 2.0 as well incorporate a
postcritical methodology in their presentation of identity

construction. Whereas the traditional framework of

composition deemphasizes the identity of the writer through
its implicit aim of objectivity, the composition spaces in

which Generation M create content encourage a multiplicity
of identity construction by hypermediating the elements of

identity within a single composition: the "user profile" of
a Web 2.0 application juxtaposes many components of the
writer's identity alongside and throughout the information

presented within the "piece" of writing. This framework of
knowledge construction encourages digital writers

interacting with one another "to acknowledge, respect, and
even work with the participants' own identity

constructions" (DePew 267) in a way that traditional models
of writing cannot achieve.
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The awareness of identity as a dynamic force within
composition addresses the needs of Generation M by

incorporating an approach to writing instruction that

"front[s] the power relationships that are inherent to the
L2 learning process" (De Pew 274). Part of this "power
relationship" includes the omission of non-linear* writing

from the traditional curriculum, and the treatment of
identity as a static authorial force.
Because Generation M's acquired (digital) literacy

skills remain unacknowledged within the traditional

composition classroom, the need for a postcritical approach

is even more pressing because it incorporates the dynamic
identity practices and attitudes toward shared authority
that they have already embedded into their writing

practices. DePew and Miller's reminder that "[traditional]
researchers assert power over how public audiences

understand these populations" (274) encourages a

postcritical shift in the framework of both research itself

and the teaching of research within the composition
classroom.
Thus, applying a postcritical methodology to the study
of Generation M requires an understanding of the forum in

which digital composition takes place, from the structure
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and format of Web 2.0 to the discursive elements of text
production therein, for as DePew and Miller remind us,

"when we are trying to learn from digital writers'
practices, we cannot simply ignore the mundane; it is these
common practices that teach us a lot about the users'

relationship with the technology" (270).
For Generation M, the "technology" in question is the

virtual composition space of Web 2.0 itself. "The spaces in
which digital/L2 writing research takes place are readily

recognized as complicated and multidisciplinary" (DePew
274) , and in order to appropriately understand these

spaces, we require "a framework with which to acknowledge
the complex factors involved in the study and to make them

an integral part of the structure of the study" (DePew
275) . Following the trends of Internet usage over the past
several years, three major loci of digital composition

spaces stand out as areas of study for the ways in which
attitudes toward information and knowledge construction

have shifted among members of Generation M: Social
Networking Sites (SNSs), Blogs, and Imageboards.

In '2007, over half of all teenagers (13-17) were
active users of a Social Networking Site (Livingstone 75),

and the popularity of these virtual agorae has only
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increased since then. Facebook alone reports having 500
million active users, with approximately half of those
users logging in daily to their own networks, each of which

has an average of 80 links to "community pages" (profiles
specifically set up as a forum of common interest in a
particular topic), making for over 30 billion pieces of
content (90 of which is created per user, on average)

shared each month (http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?

statistics).
According to Sonia Livingstone's and David Brake's

research on SNSs, "at the heart of the explosion in online

communication is the desire to construct a valued
representation of oneself which affirms and is affirmed by
one's peers" (76). However, this statement may be an

oversimplification of the phenomenon of SNS popularity
among Generation M, as these digital spaces allow for more
than mere identity construction and interaction. Rather,
they provide a performative space for the kind of digital

composition practices that have been acquired by their

users.
If SNS usage were about mere interaction and
socialization, then we would see a pronounced divide
between the behavior of SNS users and non-users in their
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"real-world" interaction, as digital communication

supplanted the need to connect in an actual environment;
yet "contrary to popular anxieties ... empirical research

undermines any sharp line between ... virtual and face-toface [social lives]" (Livingstone 76). In fact, rather than
displaying a need to replace "real-life" interaction by

seeking new communication with users online, 61% of SNS
users restrict access to their online profile so that

strangers cannot even see them (Livingstone 76).

This self-cloistering suggests that the effect of SNSs

on users' lives is less about the specific interactions
between themselves and others than it is about the users'
own relationship with information and knowledge, as SNSs

"do appear to facilitate changes in ... the ease, speed and

convenience of widespread access and distribution of
content ... [and] the facility to replicate, remix, and
manipulate content" (Livingstone 76-77). These factors of

communication and literacy suggest that the impact of SNSs
on Generation M do not so much result from the user's

adaptation to the technology, but from the technology's
adaptation to the user. Web 2.0's increased focus on user

generated content and the hypermediation of information
along simultaneous data streams make the SNS a logical
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product of the shift in attitudes toward information and
knowledge construction that have been taking place within

Generation M for the past decade.

These changes have been hailed as a byproduct of "new

media" for over a decade, and are rooted in the digitality
of text production as a novelty of technology that seeks to

shift information from the page to the screen, thus imbuing
it with a palimpsestic transmutability which deemphasizes

the field of composition and rhetoric as a "word-centered
discipline." So-called "new media" breathes life into the

semiotics of digital composition by restoring the visual
and non-verbal modes of communication to a place of

integral importance to the compositional act. Dene Grigar
contemplates what "new media" offers in her (2007) piece,
positing as a touchstone Barthes'

(1975) dialectic wherein

"new media offered rhetoric the chance to comprehend the
breadth of textuality, and rhetoric offered new media the

mechanism for putting our experience with text into words"

(Grigar 214).
This multilayered, intertextual writing of the 21st

century is epitomized, Grigar suggests, by hybridity - a
quality of digital, composition that mirrors Jorg Huber's

(2003) claims about the "theory-practice of the
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transitional," a postcolonial cultural arena which

"requires an approach that understands itself as an open,

interminable, and transdisciplinary process which is self-

reflective in its procedure, also in terms of its style"
(Grigar 216). The digital space of the weblog is just such

a hybrid, and constitutes an area of study necessary for

understanding the compositional practices of Generation M.
As a hybrid between "website" and "writing log," the

"weblog" is known by its abbreviation as "blog," and

represents a transitional moment between Web 1.0 and Web
2.0, where the static text-posting of traditional websites

became transformed by the ability of the poster to append
images and videos to his/her compositions with little

effort. This streamlining of hypermediation, which defines
the structural organization of information throughout Web

2.0, simplifies the process of user-created content

throughout the Internet. While digital writers could make
websites that organized information pertinent to their

interests, creating links to other sites and perhaps a

picture or two on their Web 1.0 page, the blog provided a

way for writers to achieve greater control and variety of
this, presentation on a hosted site, with an infinite amount
of possible "posts" embedded within a single blog.
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As well, the blog allowed for an iterative and
immediate commenting structure, with users being able to

append further information (either generated through
invention or through hyperlinked content) at the "bottom"

of the blog-post, further comments being appended to that

comment, and so on and so forth ad infinitum. Because blogs
themselves can consist of any combination of video, images,

texts, and/or hyperlinks, they represent a transitional
digital space which bridges the linear structure of Web 1.0

with the hypermediated structure of Web 2.0, and thus stand
as a foundational space for the kind of digital composition

in which Generation M engages. In terms of Grigar, the blog
reminds us that "traditional approaches to text net us

little in the way of understanding in what it means to be

human today" (216).
Ellen Evans and Jeanne Po cite work from as early as
Bolter's "Literature in the Electronic Writing Space"
(1992) and Tuman's "Literacy online: the promise (and

peril) of reading and writing with computers" (1992) in

addressing the longevity of the claim that "essayistic
prose is altered by the ability to join text with sound,

visual elements, and animation, to make connections between
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texts via hypertext, and to create multi-vocal and
collaborative texts" (57) within digital media.

Echoing Grigar's argument for the increased need of "a
transdisciplinary approach [that] brings together seemingly
disparate areas of study ... into a new field, toward a new
way of thinking" (216), Evans and Po cite the "millennial
generation" as "one that experiences a life mediated by

technology [that]' influence [s] the way our students think,
learn, and process information" (58). While this definition

accurately assesses the impact that digital media has had
upon Generation M, Evans and Po focus on their reaction to
digital narratives through the framework of Rosenblatt's
(1978) "Transactional theory of the literary work" in which
"the reader brings the text into the being by responding to

the visual cues provided by the text" and "the text ...

guides the reader in organizing those responses into a
coherent framework for the text" (59). However, the

features of digital composition and Web 2.0 deemphasize

this transactional relationship in a way that makes digital
narratives a problematic locus for the study of digital

literacy practices' within Generation M, particularly when

"hybrid" texts are selected in the research material.
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Rosenblatt's transactional theory separates reading

into two types: "efferent reading," which centers around
"the information that is to be acquired from reading the

text" and "aesthetic reading," based around "what happens
during the act of reading" (Evans 59). However, Evans and
Po use digital narratives such as Jorge Luis Borges'

(1999)

"The garden' of Forking Paths" and Michael Joyce's (1987)

'"afternoon: a story," which, by Jane Yellowlees Douglas'
(2004) analysis of digital texts, "more closely follows the

path of print novels" (Evans 58). Thus, when Evans and Po
report that "associations ... to physical space and to a
sense of tradition ... had an enormous impact upon the

students when they attempted to read digital texts" (62),
they provide ambiguous insight into the literacy practices
of. these readers, as they attempt to assess students'
digital fluency through a measurement based upon a

text/hypertext hybrid.

Citing the response of "Melinda," who "felt [she] was

never able to establish a framework for the text" (65), or
"Melissa," who "was frustrated by the hypertext, which
prevented ... re-reading" (65), Evans and Po note that the
digital narratives they used in their study lacked
"conventions of the printed page that play an important
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role in students' ability to create and revise a framework

for meaning" (66). It would seem that this study of
'Generation M's digital literacy shows, as the authors

claim, that "the students in this study ... seem to be

struggling with digital texts ... expect[ing] the texts to
uphold their part in the transaction by providing those

visual and contextual cues" (Evans 66).
However, this analysis of the data still holds the
binary qualities of the transactional model of literacy as

a primary assumption. Evans and Po presuppose that

students' responses will be mitigated by their apparent
ability or inability to successfully perform either

■"efferent" or "aesthetic" reading, and that the students'

perceived frustration to these texts was evidence of "a
backlash to all of the [digital] interactivity students
face on a daily basis" (Evans 68).

Rather, the limitations of these hybrid texts may be

merely that they unsuccessfully engage Generation M readers
in the kind of hypermediated information structure that Web
2.0 provides, and that the "missing component" of the

reading experience is neither .the "sensory experience" of
the book or the "closure" that the authors suggest is
lacking in digital narratives, but instead the interactive
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component of collective knowledge-construction that digital
media provides its users - and to which Gen M is
accustomed.

By superimposing a framework that separates reading

into two areas, Evans and Po fail to address the
possibility that, for Generation M, the "efferent" and

"aesthetic" aims of reading have reached a confluence

through the hypermediated structure of digital media. The
authors express surprise at "the desire expressed by the

students in this study to close the book and thus bring

about a sense of ending and accomplishment" (69), yet
ignore the fact that they have selected only those texts

that remind the students of traditional reading
experiences. Thus, they beg the question that they may
never have asked: were their selections appropriate to the

digital environment in which their subjects daily

interacted?
In fact, by Evans' and Po's own reckoning, "[their]

students seem to approach all digital texts in much the
same manner" (59), thus suggesting that the application of

a functionally driven, product-oriented framework of

reading (i.e., linear narrative) is inappropriate for the
study of a generation who have been "reading" digital texts
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through the media of Websites, Video Games, and Social
Networking Sites for much of their literate lives. Needed
here is an interactive space of digital composition that

does not remind students of the traditional modes of text

and .information, one which belongs solely to the
hypermediated space of Web 2.0. In short, to properly’

orient the effect that digital composition has had upon
Generation M, we must turn toward a more longitudinal view
of writing development.

Lee Ann Carroll's (2002) longitudinal study,

Rehearsing New Roles, explores the long-term effects of
writing instruction on overall development for twenty
college writers. In so doing, Carroll's approach seeks to

place writing development within a framework that
"challenge[s] the notion of a stable, unified 'writing

ability' that can easily be measured by looking at isolated
texts" (2). This departure from the traditional model of

literacy studies echoes the work of Bartholomae (1985), and

Faigley (1992) in its rejection of viewing writers as

"stable" entities, instead conceiving of them as "fluid
selves pulling together bits and pieces of language to
accomplish social and cultural goals" (Carroll 3).
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Furthermore, 'this framework of composition addresses
the multimodalities of digital composition that other

studies ignore, allowing for not only the measurement of
"functional literacy" (cf. Seiber), but also the

"translation/critical literacy" that Myers (1996) and
Seiber (2004) cite as the "ability to use language and

other sign-systems strategically" (Carroll 3). Carrol's
longitudinal study of writing development throughout

college students' undergraduate careers provides a view of

the shifting attitudes toward information and knowledge
construction within Generation M by seeking to represent

all areas of writing holistically, both inside and out of
the classroom environment.
Carrol1's findings raise some questions about

composition and literacy which can be explained by
analyzing them along a spectrum of trends relevant to

Generation M's writing habits. For one, Carroll posits that

"lessons learned in first-year writing courses do not
directly transfer to students' work in their major areas of

study" (9). While this may be symptomatic of the mismatch

between expectations of writers in a first-year composition
course and those of the discourse in a different field, an

equally viable explanation of this finding can be found in
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the discussion of literacy skills among Generation M as

they relate to Cummins' theory of BICS and CALP.
Those "traditional lessons" learned in writing courses

often consist of explicit instruction in the areas of

sentence structure, grammar, and syntax - skills which are
embedded in the BICS of acquired literacy, and which

language acquisition theory maintains are not necessarily
transferable between the object and target languages of a

student. Because, for Generation M, the skills and
practices that display ability in Cognitive/Academic
Language Proficiency (CALP) are routinely carried out

through the hypermediated space of Web 2.0 and digital

composition forums, it should not be expected that such
explicit instruction in traditional writing practices -

even those that require some degree of synthesis and
textual analysis - would draw out those skills already

mastered through the manipulation of the "foreign" language
of technical literacy performance. Such skills would have

to be measured in the medium through which students are

accustomed to demonstrating them in order to accurately

reflect the degree to which those skills are/have
"developed."
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Similarly, Carroll's study finds, "college writers who

may be proficient in constructing simple reports or

arguments will struggle with tasks that require more

complex analysis and methods of presentation" (118). Again,
the perceived lack of ability in these "more complex" tasks

is mitigated by the presentation method (and media) through
which those skills are being measured, and thus do not

accurately reflect the degree to which Generation M
students have attained proficiency in data analysis and

information-processing, as the construction of knowledge

presented within the traditional framework of composition

fails to address the hypermediative aspect of digital
composition to which they are accustomed.
Thus, when Carrol 1 reports that "students ... point to

the value across the curriculum of more homely skills, like

finding an appropriate organization structure and

paragraphing, using transitions, ... [and] developing some
kind of controlling idea" (120), what is being assessed is

not the students' lack of proficiency in those areas (as
they are all required as foundational elements of digital

composition within the spaces of Web 2.0), but rather the

lack of transference between those skills' being
demonstrated in a hypermediated (digital) environment and
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their being performed in the traditional environment of a

composition course.
Carroll's findings most aid the study of digital

composition in her longitudinal analysis of the writing
portfolios completed by the students in question. After

assessing the development of student writing along a fouryear timeline, Carroll argues that "one important measure
of students' growth was their increasing metacognitive

awareness, their growing ability ... to describe the methods

and conventions of their own disciplines" (126)..By
emphasizing the need for increased metacognitive awareness,

Carroll implicitly acknowledges the source of the perceived

lack of writing.ability within Generation M and other

students whose complex digital performances have not been
measured within the traditional composition classroom.
Her subjects likely found value in "point[ing] out
examples ... of how they had been able to change their

writing to meet ... disciplinary expectations" (126) because
these moments reflect the areas in which transference
occurred between the "target language" of traditional

academic writing and the "acquired language" of digital

composition. The students' own (metacognitive) rhetorical
awareness allowed them to practice the skills they had
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honed online and through other digital media within the

"allowed" space of traditional writing by allowing them to

access areas of digital literacy practices they had
previously been discouraged from discussing. It stands to

follow, then, that what is needed for a better

understanding of these Cognitive/Academic Language
Proficiency skills among Generation M is a study of spaces
belonging primarily to the arena of digital composition,

and specifically within the locus of Web 2.0.
As previously stated, two areas of Web 2.0 that stand
out as foundational spaces of digital composition are the
Social Networking Site (SNS) and Weblog (blog). However,

while these sites of composition are inarguably digital,
and surely contain the hypermediative elements commonplace
within the compositional trends of Generation M, they

remain mitigated by the presence of traditional text, and

thus retain certain expectations on the part of the writer
and reader of the printed word insofar as organization,
structure, and syntax are concerned (cf. Evans and Po). If
we are to understand the impact of hypermediation on the
attitudes toward information and knowledge construction
within Generation M, a third space of digital composition

must be addressed: the imageboard.
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The Imageboard is only "fringe" in regard to
contemporary composition studies. Despite it being a

ubiquitous platform throughout Web 2.0, very little work
has been done in regards to its placement along the
spectrum of digital composition. It is similar'in structure

to* the Social News' Website (e.g., Bigg and Reddit) in that
users (who may either log in or remain anonymous) create
content by posting information that is then commented on,

resulting in the "bumping" of that information up or down
the constantly fluctuating list of posts. The defining
caveat of the Imageboard is that users are required to
select an image as the harbinger of their message, thus

deemphasizing the role of traditional text within the site.

Because of this decentralization of word-based message
making, Imageboards represent an opportunity to delve into

the shifting attitudes toward information and knowledge
construction that are endemic to the population of

Generation M, and which stand as foundational to the "new

media" of Web 2.0.
When Umair Haque tried to "break up" with his
predecessors, then, he was actually making a concession to

them by posting it on his blog. The act of text production,
littered with hypertext and digressive links as it may have
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been, represented a conceit on the part of his generation
that words organized on a page create meaning, and that

this format of knowledge construction is necessary for
communication outside of the hypermediative space of Web
2.0. The kind of "Generation M Manifesto" that would befit

its members would be written in pictures and video, with a
liberal smattering of memes and sentences thrown in here

and there for the purposes of coherence. Haque's generation
has not abandoned its relationship with traditional modes
of text production; they have merely deemphasized their

role of primacy in communication. By analyzing the digital
spaces of composition that are found within Social

Networking Sites, Blogs, and Imageboards, we can begin to
understand the' foundational shifts that have occurred and

are occurring within Generation M, and thereby begin to
fathom what kind of bridge must be wrought from the field

of composition in order to address the digital divide.
In my next chapter, I will analyze and explore the

various trends of digital composition that emerge within
the writing spaces of Web 2.0. While a complete taxonomy of
the various traits and facets of digital composition proves

incompatible' with the construction of information and
knowledge shared by Generation M, several features stand
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out as definitive within their practices of digital writing

and arrangement. These features include a decentralization
of textual primacy, an embracing of semiotic ambiguity, and

a "filesharing ethic" which highlights the cultural shift
toward authorial anonymity and appropriation as a

compositional act. Through this analysis, I attempt to

provide a framework of digital composition that can be
included as an expansion of traditional attitudes toward

writing and literature.
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CHAPTER TWO

GRINDING THE GEARS: NEGOTIATING THE SHIFT

If Generation M is a group whose members have
"acquired" the functional literacy skills of Web 2.0, then

it is also a group whose relationship with composition is
founded upon the digital production of meaning. The

elements of digital composition embedded throughout the
structures of Web 2.0 represent a communicative framework

that defies the traditional modes of text production
through the hypermediation of information which informs
those spaces.

This framework has effected a shift in attitudes

toward information and knowledge construction by presenting
a discursive forum that deemphasizes the Aristotelian

construct of teleological schemata, providing instead a

compositional space which allows users to manipulate text
in a multidimensional format wherein words, images, and

videos exist as semiotic potentialities. Thus, by rejecting

the traditional relationships between sign, signifier, and
signified that constitute the construction of information

and knowledge within print media, Web 2.0 foments a shift
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within Generation M's attitudes toward them as less mimetic

and increasingly dynamic.

Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin define

hypermediation as the practice of "arranging texts,
graphics, and video in multiple panes and windows and
joining them with numerous hyperlinks" (9). While this

description of simultaneity describes both Web 1.0 and Web
2.0 in terms of information streams, it only begins to
plumb the depths o'f the digital practices at work within

the kinds of digital communication engaged in by Generation

M. Further, it remains insufficient in providing an

I

explanation of the effects that such hypermediation has on
the attitudes toward knowledge construction resultant from

such an informational framework.
Nonetheless, the subtleties of hypermediacy within
digital composition practices form a description of

phenomena which, when detailed, give us an inroads for
understanding both the origin and the modus operandi for

such a foundational shift as that experienced by Generation

M. In particular, hypermediacy provides a mapping of the
transformation of knowledge and information construction

from the mimetic to the dynamic.
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Bolter and Grusin's (2000) study on the aesthetic and
philosophical framework of "new media" focuses on the
"double logic" of "remediation" - that is, the dual aims of

both "hypermediation" (as previously defined) and
"immediacy," or "... denying the presence of the medium and

the act of mediation" (11) within the medium itself. New
media, Bolter and Grusin claim, tries to "hide" its

presence by streamlining interactions between the user and
the technology in a way that masks the reformative and

appropriative act of mediation, thus creating the illusion
of immediate and immersive online fluidity. Meanwhile,
hypermediation seeks to make explicit the multimodal

experience of online interactivity, and conspicuously
reminds the user that he/she is navigating through a

virtual landscape of multiple media.

Borne out of this tacit conflict of design interests,
Bolter and Grusin argue, is the unique quality of "new

media" as a forum "in which they refashion older media and
... older media refashion themselves to answer the challenges

of new media" (15). This Ouroboros-like dialectic perfectly
describes the historical moment of transition between Web

1.0 and Web 2.0; by retaining the adjectival "newness" of
digital media, the hypermediated environment of the
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Internet becomes a series of analogues for "older" media as
well as an indefinable agora in which the combination of
these media creates a unique and yet familiar space.

The analogy of older media to elements of "new media,"

Bolter and Grusin explain, is even instantiated in the very
operating systems that create the user-interface of our

digital practices: "the desktop metaphor ... is supposed to
assimilate the computer to the physical desktop and to the

materials ... familiar to office workers" (23) . Following

this logic, the Internet is like a gargantuan library, and
each hyperlink is a file-folder or cabinet drawer which,

once opened, will erupt into image, film, and song. In
fact, it is a fair approximation of Web 1.0, and presaged

the coming explosion of multimedia websites that were made

possible through increases in bandwidth infrastructure and
the development of faster microprocessors in the early
first decade of the millennium.
However, there are limitations of this analogical
framework that neglect the very components that

differentiate Web 2.0 from its predecessor. If Web 1.0 is a
remediation of the media before it, then Web 2.0 is a

remediation of Web 1.0, including the remediation of those

design components which enabled the first remediation to
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take place. In effect, the emphasis on user-generated
content within Web 2.0 populated the "library" of Web 1.0

with voices from across all spectra of human existence, and
those hypermediated "files" were suddenly thrown open for
editing by any passerby who so desired (e.g., the "Wiki"

revolution). The aptness of any further analogy, at this

point, becomes moot - there is no previous framework with
which to compare Web 2.0 other than Web 1.0, and this

incomparability of medium is what makes Generation M's
digital practices both unique and vexing to traditional

theorists.
We can only begin to analyze the process by which a

shift in knowledge and information construction within

Generation M has taken place, then, by first removing the
foreground of analogic construction that places primacy on
things outside of the digital world. If it is the case that
"the logic of hypermediacy multiplies the signs of
mediation and in this way tries to reproduce the rich

sensorium of human experience" (Bolter 34), then the

reality of Web 2.0 is the remediation of a remediation, and

thus defies any explanatory basis that does not explicitly
include those processes and experiential phenomena that
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comprise Web 1.0 - that is to say, a purely digital form of

communication itself.
Thus, while "no medium ... can now function
independently and establish its own separate and purified

space of cultural meaning" (Bolter 55), it is only in the
existential constructions of that "cultural meaning" that
Web 2.0 requires any outside reference than itself; the

totality of the digital experience shared by Generation M

includes their entire compositional practice, and thus
informs totally their construction of knowledge and
information in various and remediated forms.
Epistemologically, the structure of Web 1.0 is a

traditional model of information transmission. Built upon

the Aristotelian model of informational categories, early
website design relied on the print-based models of
headlines and textual orthography to organize information

into "boxes" that might link to other spheres of
information, but otherwise retain the traditional schema of

words being linked to a growing body of textual
information.
Images in the Web 1.0 model of information

transmission pair easily with physical analogues of print

media, such as encyclopedias and dictionaries, as those
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images which are included in early websites remain

supplemental material to the primary textual source. Socalled "multimedia" websites, which appeared only after the

improvement of the digital infrastructure allowed greater
bandwidth and available streaming data to the consumer,
hypermediated this information by adding video and sound to
bolster the variety of supplements, but ultimately retained

the traditional, text-centric model of information and

knowledge construction.

In terms of semiotics, the traditional model of both

print media and Web 1.0 upholds a linear relationship
between sign, signified, and signifier, the content of

these media being controlled largely by a single author or

group of authors whose outlet cannot be altered without

consent. No more does the "user" alter a book by writing in
it than a website (1.0) visitor alters a page by clicking
on it; the "original" still exists, and can be "corrected"

through the process of publishing - Web 1.0 offers
Baudrillard's simulacrum to the user, while Barthes' auteur
(not quite yet dead, though fractured) still looms behind

it. Unless you knew how to make your own web page - and had

the resources to publish it by paying for a domain - the

world of Web 1.0 was essentially an extended digital
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storehouse accessible to - but not editable by - anyone at
all.

. Web 2.0, however, hypermediates information in such a

way that defies the traditional sense of textual schemata:
any word, character, or image is in a constant state of
referential flux, existing as both the signifier of its

traditional signified entity as well as a potentiality of

unknown meaning, its referent unknowable to the reader
until actualized through the carrying out of the "click."
The effect of Web 2.0's user-generated content base was a

democratization of the tools previously reserved for
webmasters and keyholders.

Shortly after the turn of the millennium, websites
began to allow the use of HTML editing within comments and
responses to digital forums, and from this came the advent

of the Social Networking Site (e.g., Friendster and -

shortly thereafter - MySpace)', which gave to the user a

personalizable template she/he could use to create and
publish his/her online persona without even needing to know

programming language. Pictures became easily "postable" to
these "profiles," as did music and video, and the online

atmosphere of the Internet became suddenly something
malleable and indefinite; Brecht's hammer was now available
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in digital form and available on every street corner: art
could be wrought by - and visible to - all.

The effect of this democratization of digital tools on
the attitudes toward knowledge and information construction

for users who have acquired it as part of their
communicative gestalt (particularly Generation M) has been
manifold. Gunther Kress interpreted it as a series of

"Gains and Losses" in 2005 - early into the development of
Web 2.0 - noting that "writing ... is being displaced by

image in many instances of communication where previously

it had held sway" (5). Text, of course, has always been no
more than an arbitrary sign whose meaning is ascribed the
value of signifier through visual decoding, that which is

signified dependent upon the reader's cultural milieu and

familiarity with the traditional lexica of meaning

typically associated therewith. Web 2.0 does not undo that
framework of information and knowledge construction, but
rather adds to it, compounding the addition of image and

uncertainty to the locus of "sign" that used to belong
solely to the written word - it is the primacy of text that

has shifted for Generation M, not its existence.
Kress refers to what Bolter and Grusin hail as the

hypermediation of contemporary digital communication as
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"the emergence of multimodality as a focus in

representation" (6). But where the limits of Remediation
fail to account for the rise of SNSs and imageboards as
staples of digital composition (due largely to the fact

that the book was published amidst the heyday of Web 1.0),
Kress sees a strong link between this "multimodality" and

"a social semiotic theory to account for meaning making,"

further arguing that "the distinct cultural technologies
for representation and for dissemination have become
conflated" (6)., While previous media maintains a decisive

separation between the modes of representation (e.g.,

*

article, novel, sitcom, speech, etc.) and dissemination

'

(e.g., magazine, book, television, radio broadcast, etc.),
contemporary outlets of information and knowledge have

remediated (and therefore hypermediated) these domains,

thus providing a chimera of expression that places all
semiotic signs on equal ground.

Organizationally, the effect of this hypermediated

>

multimodality on Generation M's construction of information

and knowledge is the undoing of the traditional
Aristotelian framework. Using the structure of a book as an
t

example, Kress points out the internal structural logic of

print media:

E
k
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Knowledge [is] presented in chapters, each a
coherent part of an overall body of knowledge

presented in orderly fashion in the succession of
chapters ... the chapters are numbered, and the

assumption is that there is an apparent building

from chapter to chapter: They are not to be read
out of order.

(7)

By contrast, he 'offers the example of the University of

London's Institute of Education website:
There is no pregiven, no clearly discernible

reading path, either of the home page or of each
individual page, or of the site as a whole ... in
this new semiotic world, it is the readers who

fashion their own knowledge ... The order of this

page and of the whole site is open ... they are not
enforced and the possibilities are large.

(10)

Comparing these examples of semiotic organization strikes

at the heart of what has "shifted" within Generation M's
construction of information and knowledge. The very notion
of linearity within textual structure has eroded through

the hypermediated aspects of Web 2.0 and digital media: "in

this new semiotic world, it is the readers who fashion
their own knowledge ... that corresponds to a profound change

in the situation of authors, readers, and knowledge" (Kress

10) .

If the responsibility of knowledge construction has
shifted to the reader in Web 2.0, however, there is a

reciprocal shift in attention to the rhetorical purpose of

composition within the digital realm. Deana McDonagh, Nan
Goggin, and Joseph Squier perceive a "binary opposition"
within Kress' reckoning of the primacy of image within
contemporary constructions of information in "Signs,

Symbols, and Subjectivity: An Alternative View of the

Visual" (2005), focusing in particular on a passage from
"Gains and Losses:"
Because words rely on convention and on

I

conventional acceptance, words are always

general, and therefore vague. Words being nearly
empty of meaning need filling with,the

hearer/reader's meaning. (Kress 15)

McDonagh, et al. take umbrage with Kress on the basis that
they infer an absence of objective meaning within textual
signifiers in his attempt to explore the reframing of

textual primacy in contemporary digital composition, and
arrive instead at an alternative interpretation of the IoE

website, which they feel is a more measured approach: "the
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typeface choice, the arrangement of image and type, the use
of a grid system, and the amount of negative space all
suggest a visual awareness" (McDonagh 81). Here, the

authors suggest that Kress misses a crucial visual element

within the design of information structures in Web 2.0, and
attempt to correct his oversight by ascribing a visual

component to the words themselves.
However, as Kress articulates, these textual design

elements (being inherently visual rather than lexical) only
support the claim that recent changes in attitudes toward

information and knowledge construction deemphasize the
primacy of text-. Rather, text becomes placed on an equal

footing with image and visual representation, and thus
contemporary design construction adds to the depth of
rhetorical responsibility on the part of the digital

composer: "the principle of design underlying the IoE

website is now the semiotically increasingly dominant one...
the visitors provide the principles for and of the 'ordering

and/or structuring of the message-entities" (Kress 11).
Thus, when McDonagh et al., argue that "contrary to

Kress' claims, symbolic depictions are generally vague and
offer the possibility of multiple meanings" (81), they are
merely providing a further example of what Kress hails as
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the emergent trend .of digital semiotics: uncertainty and

polysemeity. Digital rhetoric is not merely a new

application for language, with added media idly
supplementing text-based communication; rather, the

position of the digital rhetorician is one that requires

awareness of the ambiguities of space, image, and text - to

call it "language" is, in Kress' words, "... simply an
abstraction of doubtful usefulness" (12).
McDonagh, et al., recognize this shift in contemporary

rhetoric when they argue that "the most effective artists

and designers understand the social side of communication ...
but also recognize that subjectivity is what frequently

gives visual communication its emotional impact" (82).
Thus, when identifying the ways in which Generation M's
construction of information and knowledge has shifted from

that of the mimetic, print-based, and linear model of

transmission to the dynamic, digital, and hypermediated
framework of Web 2.0, it is the subjectivity of the
signifier within a multimodal social environment that
stands out as being among the most central problems in

digital rhetoric.

This problem is not, of course, new. Complications of
the traditional framework of composition and communication

have been a result of cultural shifts that date back to the

birth of postmodernity: "over the last five decades or so,
social framings and attitudes to representation have been

transformed in response to or in line with social changes"

(Kress 16). The shift experienced by Generation M in
regards to knowledge and information construction results

from the confluence of both social and technological trends
which unseat the primacy of text and traditional,

teleological organization.
It is not merely a semiotic logic that digital

rhetoric manifests throughout Web 2.0, but a cultural logic

as well. The root of the signifier's polysemeity in
postmodern communication largely stems from the
appropriation of text and image by commercial interest:

company slogans, trademarks, and corporate icons began to
increase the ambiguity of meaning within textual and visual
signifiers by attaching specific and intentional signified

entities to preexistent words, phrases, and images.
Throughout the twentieth century, a lexicon of

commercial phrases and images developed as the structure of
the international market shifted from the industrial to the
commercial. The postwar era of the 1950s saw a further

shift toward a consumer-centered cultural logic, and along
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with this came the increased appropriation of text and
image to further complicate any static relationship between

sign, signifier, and signified: in its earliest

manifestations, a particular calligraphic font became
inextricably tied with a soft drink (vis-a-vis Coca Cola);

from there on the reach of commoditization became ever

wider - a silver oval surrounding the word "Ford," the

declarative sentence "You're in good hands," the
onomatopoeic phrase "plop, plop, fizz, fizz," the command

"think different" - all of these textual cues took on added

weight, the collection growing in mass like a semiotic
black hole whose event horizon was exponentially widening.
This collapse of representational stability was paired
with an increased aporia in the treatment of conventions in

writing and speech:
Whereas, in the 1950s there was a clear sense of

convention in relation to representation in
speech or in writing, where it appeared under
labels such as competence, or mastery, and maybe

others, such as‘ elegance, etc. In the late 1960s

and in the 1970s that sense was replaced by the

term critique.

(Kress 16)
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Thus, as the cultural logic of increased semiotic ambiguity

and -sign-appropriation made itself more apparent, academic
attitudes to composition and rhetoric became less trusting

of permanence and centrality in writing and communication.

This shift marks the origins of that which has changed in
the attitude toward information and knowledge construction

enacted by Generation M: "critique," Kress explains,
"challenges the existing configurations of power ...
lessening the effects of power in linguistic form" (17).

The democratization of the ability to appropriate the

signifier within the multimodal framework of Web 2.0 is the
very instantiation of that "lessening," the potentiality of
the signified being literally without limit. While Web 1.0

introduced "hyperlinks," which widened the degree of
referent for any word or image, the Web 2.0 composer
possesses free reign over the semiotic endpoint of any and

every sign in the digital landscape. The "critique" of the
1970s, then, became the meta-criticism of contemporary

postmodern thought through the introduction of semiotic

uncertainty present in the structure of digital
communication. In the arena of the imageboard, this
uncertainty is instantiated in the cultural phenomenon of
the "meme."
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Internet memes find their origin at the birth of Web
2.0. Along with the increased emphasis on user-created
content that drove the transition between Webs 1.0 and 2.0

came the concomitant exploration of the degree of
uncertainty that can be wrought from the interplay of the

digital sign, signifier, and signified. Because imageboards
are large forums where the sharing of visual media'takes

place, they remain an area of great interest for those like
Kress, who see the image as being equal to text within the

contemporary construction of information and knowledge
within Generation M.

The "meme" itself, while derived from the Greek
znimeme, or "something imitated," is hardly apish in the

compositional sense - the status of "memehood" actually
relates more to the possible permutations of the pairing of

image and text that comprise the potential meme than its

ability to be duplicated (after all, duplicatability is a

given in Web 2.0, as any image or text can be instantly
saved and reposted by any user). Rather, the meme is a unit
of cultural transmission that plays upon the -

transmutability of the referent for any signifier, existing
as a sort of celebration of semiotic ambiguity, and through
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its manipulation by the digital composer, can be applied to
virtually any rhetorical situation.

If, as Kress argues, "the new constellation of image

and screen ... means that the practices of reading becoming
dominant are the practices derived from the engagement with
image and/or depiction," and this hybrid of image and text

is one "in which the reader designs the meaning from
materials made available on the screen" (18) , then the

shift of responsibility in digital composition becomes that
of the reader rather than the author.

This undoing of traditional discourse patterns rejects

the positivist-empirical framework of "Utilitarian
discourse" that arose at the turn of the twentieth century,

and which demands that "the authority of the person or of
personal relationships is played down and is replaced by
the authority of the text itself," according to Ron and
Suzanne Scollon's (2001) research on intercultural

communication (121). Sociologically speaking, the shift
echoes what Ferdinand Tonnies saw in 1971 as a breakdown’ of
the gemeinschaft ("community organization of social

relationships") in favor of the gesellschaft (a "more

contractual, rational, or instrumental ... form of society")
(Scollon 149) - except that instead of the latter replacing
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the former (as Tonnies argued), digital discourse finds
exactly the opposite taking place.
Gesellschaft is a "goal-directed discourse system"

(Scollon 149), and finds its roots in the very framework of

Aristotelian teleology that contemporary digital discourse

rejects. As well, gesellschaft implies a "corporate
society" (ibid.) which appropriates and utilizes language

as a tool of commerce - this is exactly the cultural logic
that brought about the commoditization of language which
capitalized on the semiotic uncertainty presently
instantiated by the meme.

However, unlike the corporate model, digital

composition in Web 2.0 stems from a discourse’ system "into
which one becomes a member through the natural processes of

birth and growth within a family and a community" (ibid.),

and reinforces the gemeinschaft nature of Generation M, for
whom memes remain strictly a cultural commodity of semiotic
interplay. As such, the history of the meme finds its

origins inextricably tied to the earliest moments of

hypermediation and multimodality of digital communication:
i

e-mail attachments.
A 2010 timeline of memes published by Underlying, Inc.

(http://www.dipity.com/tatercakes/Internet_Memes/) cites
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the first Internet meme as the "dancing baby" (a.k.a. "baby

cha-cha") of 1996-1997, originally created as a sample

source file for modeling software "3D Max," and quickly
distributed throughout the Internet after it was featured

on the popular television series "Ally McBeal." Of course,

since this was during Web 1.0, the facilities for
distribution remained bound by singular duplication vis-a-

vis e-mail attachments or direct download from a website
that hosted the file (streaming video was not yet a

capability in Web 1.0). Thus, as a meme, it was limited in
its capabilities for semiotic appropriation to the same

degree that Web 1.0 was, and remained an aspect of the

mimetic quality of memes in that it was merely shared and

viewed by the vast majority of its "readers" - it barely
belongs to Generation M for this reason, and it was not for

another few years that the dynamic qualities of the meme
were enacted in "Bonsai kitten."

2000's "Bonsai Kitten" (http://www.ding.net/
bonsaikitten) is a practical joke. Claiming to be

"dedicated to the long lost art [sic] of body modification
in housepets," the meme was distributed through e-mails •

that either celebrated or denounced the practice of
"growing" a kitten in a small box, into which it would
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adapt and form a similar shape (paired with various
photoshopped images of kittens in small boxes as "proof").

However, because this meme encouraged both appropriation

and remediation by asking its users to comment on, share,
and post their own results of growing "bonsai kittens," it
stands out as a significant development in the semiotic
quality of the meme, as it requires compositional action-

and rhetorical placement of the author (i.e., he/she who is
sending the message) in its reproduction. More importantly,

"Bonsai Kitten" signaled the flurry of image and file
sharing that stands as a constitutive element of the kind

of compositional practice engaged in throughout Web 2.0 and

Generation M.
Whether "Baby Cha-Cha" and "Bonsai Kitten" can be
called "memes" at all remains in doubt; perhaps we should

see them more as harbingers of the kind of semiotic aporia

that later memes would bring about in the landscape of Web
2.0. Considering the onslaught after 2001 on the Internet

Memes Timeline, they are almost proto-memes by comparison.
The three years following "Bonsai Kitten" saw the continual
increase of semiotically ambiguous pairings of text and .
image being shared by millions of online participants

through email, messageboards, and web forums that began
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hosting streaming media content to any web browser, making
the Internet into a massive channel of hypermediated

information.

Memes such as "All your base are belong to us," the
remediation of a 1980s video game's translation gaffe,

extended the nature of appropriation to the meme by
creating a compositional forum wherein users would select

an image that played off of the phrase and pair it
therewith, thus fomenting the trend toward user-generated

content that stands as the central constitutive element of
Web 2.0.

The creation of YouTube in February of 2005

exponentially accelerated this trend by providing a site
where users could upload videos instantly from a variety of
sources, sharing them worldwide as streaming audiovisual

media and-thus removing the need for e-mail attachments and

file downloads that had previously limited the pace of

information-sharing (YouTube's inception is often cited as
the "birth" of Web 2.0). Of course, the'trend itself is

rooted in a semiotic aporia that was engendered through

discursive habits practiced on an earlier web forum: the
imageboard.

The imageboard stems from the late 1980s "BulletinBoard-System" (BBS), a crude dial-up service of ASCII text
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sharing that presaged the modern Internet, and became first

popular in Japan during the late 1990s and early 2000s.
Whereas BBSs provided content that exclusively featured

text (often wrought into images through the efforts of

clever users who aimed to make "pictures" with these
images), imageboards are forums that allow for the posting
of .gif or .jpeg files, recognizable as images by virtually

every browser available.
Known as "chans," these boards promote the creation of
original content by all posters, and are responsible for

much of the "meme outbreak" that occurred after 2005, when
their popularity in America had risen to millions of posts
per day. By far, the most well-known English imageboard is

4-Chan (http://www.4chan.org), started in 2003 by a
fifteen-year-old known only by the name "Moot," who began

the project as a way to share manga (Japanese comic books)

and art with fellow devotees, and which by 2008 had grown
to receiving over 8.5 million page views a day and 3.3

million visitors a month (http://www.time.com/time/business

/article/0%2C8599%2C1821435%2C00.html). The site is broken
up into 49 separate "boards" (forums where users post

images and comment on each others' posts), labeled by the

general topic around which each board is centered, with
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categories ranging from the innocuous "Japanese culture" to
the adult-oriented "Other," featuring the infamous "Random"
board on which the infamous group known as "Anonymous"

lurks.
Infamous since 2008 as the group who "started a war"

with Scientology (http://news.ninemsn.com.au/article.aspx?

id=459214), "Anonymous" can be credited with everything
from hacking Sarah Palin's e-mails (http://www.wired.com/
threatlevel/2008/09/palin-hacker-gr/) to shutting down the

banks and creditors who blocked donations to Wilkileaks
(http://www.theage.com.au/technology/technology

news /operation-tit storm-hacker s-bring-down-governmentwebsites-20100210-nqku.html). This "organization's"

discursive practices on 4-Chan's imageboards encapsulate
everything that belongs to Generation M and Web 2.0: their
meme-spawning prowess stems directly from the semiotic

manipulation of uncertainty that defines the central shift
in information and knowledge construction in contemporary

digital composition, playing on the collapse of traditional
structures in language itself.
Among the earliest of the memes that communicated this
trend, "LolCats" remains among the most popular, giving

rise to a series of lexical flourishes found across the
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Internet and. appropriated widely by mainstream media.
Beginning in late 2006, the original "LolCat" image paired
the phrase "I can has cheezburger?" with a posturing

feline, resulting in such an immediate spurt of sharing and
adaptation by users that its origin is noted as "murky at

best" by technology chroniclers (http://www.chron.com/disp/
story.mpl/pets/future/4862013.html), the most' salient
feature of the meme being its direct rejection of

traditional English grammar and its hybridization with
technical jargon: "the mangled spelling associated with

texting and gaming known as leetspeak — teh for the, ur for

your, hai for hi, 1337 for 'leet' or elite, and so on —
became part of the gag" (ibid).

Far from being merely a "gag," however, the phenomenon
has grown to include a "translation" project attempting to

render the King James Bible into "LOLSpeak"

(http://www.lolcatbible.com), and remains a crucial area of
semiotic appropriation for Web 2.0 compositional practices,

as the "rules" of lolspeak exist as a discursive melding of
phonemic manipulation paired with visual imagery - in this

sense, the meme becomes an extension of the cultural logic
of the image suggested by McDonagh, et al.: "images merge
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visual conventions with individual vocabularies; they fuse

public discourse with personal subjectivities" (85).

Because the ubiquity of memes across Web 2.0 is an
aspect of its gemeinschaft nature of communal
interdependence through semiotic appropriation, the
contemporary construction of information and knowledge
within Generation M retains a self-referential quality
which makes tracing individual memes to their "source" a

difficult task. As Kress' notes, "when everyone can be an

author, authority is severely challenged" (19), and Web
2.0's hypermediative, multimodal structure of information
transmission highlights the ambiguity of not only semiotic
relationships throughout digital composition, but of
authorship and ownership as well.

Ron Fortune's (2005) study pf interactions among
semiotic modes in multimodal texts refers to "this cultural

moment" as

"when the visual as a semiotic system critical

to meaning-making and communication is emerging from an
extended period of relative neglect" (50). Clearly, while

the shift in information and knowledge construction among

Generation M does not eschew the element of traditional
writing altogether, it definitely rejects the primacy of

text as the vessel of such information and knowledge.
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Memes, then, exist as a rhetorical expression of the
semiotic aporia that accompanies digital composition: they
express the cultural logic of Generation M through the
graphic/visual/textual representation of hypermediated

digital content that specifically undermines the mimetic

and linear structures of traditional communication.
Like Kress, Fortune reminds us that semiotic systems

are a social construct, prone to the same kinds of
evolutionary forces as any dynamic entity, and that image

and text are thus dialectically bound such that "the social
and cultural circumstances in which they are used are

constantly changing, which necessarily makes the prominence
of either relative to the other debatable" (51). Thus,
along with those memes that marry image and text, there are

as often those which achieve the purpose of expressing
semiotic ambiguity almost exclusively through the image.

The "Rick-Roll," for example, demonstrates this aspect
through intentional subterfuge: utilizing the hyperlinked
state of text, appeals are made to the reader to click on a

link that promises a certain referent, based on the

traditional sphere of textual meaning. When clicked,

"however, the link leads the reader to a video of Rick

Astley's classic (1987) video "Never Gonna Give You Up."
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The practice originated on the 4-Chan imageboard, when
users would post an enticing (usually lurid) picture as
their post, with a hyperlink attached (often, these
hyperlinks were merely URLs, with virtually no English or

recognizable "language",included whatsoever). The referent
would point toward a hosted image of a duck with wheels

(http://media.photobucket.com/image/duckroll/himl6x/
duckroll.jpg?o=2)7 which then became known as the
"duckroll" (http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2008/

mar/19/news).
■ Following the appropriative trend of meme evolution,

the accessibility of YouTube was utilized by replacing the
"duck roll" with the aforementioned music video, thus
enabling the practice to transcend the discourse community

of 4-Chan and enter the mainstream through various forums,

video comments, news sites, or any other place where people
can anonymously post responses to things online - in short,

the entirety of Web 2.0. The practice reached its most

public and mainstream climax when the Macy's Thanksgiving
Day Parade was "Rick-Rolled" in 2008 (http://www.
huffingtonpost.com/2008/11/27/macys-parade-rickrolled-

r_n_146896.html). At present time, the most popular hosted
video of "Never Gonna Give You Up" has over 30 million
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views (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQw4w9WgXcQ ), and is
now prefaced with a mandatory, commercially sponsored
message - anecdotally, the 2008 parade is the same moment
when the trend was widely declared by Generation M (vis-a-

vis 4-Chan, at least) as being dead.

Memes, however, do not exist in a rhetorical vacuum.
The semiotic aporia in regards to the traditional

relationship between sign, signifier, and signified that
they communicate carries with it a secondary shift in the
construction of information and knowledge throughout

Generation M and digital composition: textual ownership is
transformed from the gesellschaft of personal authorship to

the gemeinschaft of communal appropriation.
Individual credit for the iterative alterations to
memes is simply not a factor in comparison to the
rhetorical function of shared information that the

phenomenon represents; in fact, the imageboards that serve
most' efficiently as "meme factories" insist on the
anonymity of users as a primary quality of posting; such‘as
the discourse community of 4-Chan, which explicitly

censures the attempt to expose any personal identifying

information, offering instead the option of creating a
"tripcode" to anyone who wishes to identify her/himself,
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which still does not allow the user to "register" with the

site itself (http://www.4chan.org/faq). This insistence on
anonymous sharing of original content is a central feature
of the dynamic relationship with information and knowledge

construction held by Generation M and practiced on Web 2.0,

and makes a considerable impact on the cultural logic
driving digital composition.

Danielle Nicole DeVoss and James Porter identified
filesharing as a "new ethic of digital delivery" in 2006,

stating flatly that "the networked computer changes the

fundamental rhetoric of communication" (178). While the
ethical considerations of filesharing seem to be beyond the
scope of digital composition per se, the impact of it as an

instantiation of the cultural logic of Generation M in
regards to ownership and authority within the construction
of knowledge and information is necessary to consider when

assessing the changes that have occurred: "the Napster
crisis represents a profound cultural shift ... and affect [s]

[Generation M's] conception of the rhetorical situation"
(DeVoss 179).

Of course, Napster itself is merely an arbitrary
example of the trend being discussed for DeVoss and Porter,

and can be seen equally in Kress' estimation of the shift
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in authority and voice for composers of digital rhetoric:
"each occasion of representation and communication now

becomes one in which the issue of [one's] relation to [her]
audience has to be newly considered and settled on" (Kress
19). Authorship and textual ownership are no longer stable
within the digital rhetoric of Web 2.0.

Filesharing is unique within the structure of the
Internet because it represents a major shift in the mode of

information transmission available to the average user. In

Web 1.0, files were downloaded only from specific "hosting"
sites, which gave a large degree of control to those site

administrators over the kinds and types of files being made

available to the public - the "library analogy" works here,

and in it the webmaster is the librarian. In 1999, however,
software began to emerge which would enable users to access
files on individual computers rather than professionally

managed servers, and thus any file of any type could be
easily shared to any and all users across the Internet.

The "library" here becomes anarchic, with the
librarian helpless to stop anyone from taking whatever
books, videos, -or music s/he wanted to - yet without

decreasing the total amount of information available to
everyone else; such is Web 2.0. The "Napster crisis," then,
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represents the sudden existence of "a space for free
filesharing and for consumption not framed by costs and
fees but by an ethic of open distribution and

collaboration" (DeVoss 182) - a "crisis" only in the

economic sense, to be sure, but with ramifications

extending well into the sphere of digital composition.
The "clash" perceived by DeVoss in framing the
democratization of information and knowledge is "between a

view of the Internet as a mechanism for delivery of goods
to market versus a view of the Internet as a pubic living

space" (185) - in essence, a situation akin to the
gesellschaft versus the gemeinschaft in terms of cultural

discourse, and a battle that is, for Generation M, quite

over: the semiotic practices of Web 2.0 engender the
rhetorical performance of remediation through the selective

appropriation of preexistent thoughts, ideas, and phrases,
a compositional space that Stephanie Vie (2008) describes

as "a world where the lines between consumption and
creation are blurring" (12).

Thus, the same compositional appropriation that is

effected through the creation and iterative remediation of
the Internet meme is instantiated even more often in the

"post-Napster" era.of Social Networking Sites. Here, users'
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profiles are "a complicated exercise ... in composition,
selection, manipulation, and appropriation" (Vie 21), which

further the construction of information and knowledge
within a dynamic and nonlinear framework among Generation

M.
"When rhetoric asks questions about audience and
purpose," DeVoss and Porter claim, "it is also implicitly
asking questions about delivery, economics, copyright, and

credit" (185). For Generation M, these aspects of rhetoric

collapse into a singularity because of the gemeinschaft

nature of digital composition throughout Web 2.0: while
information and knowledge were constructs that remained
highly controlled and disseminated through a linear

structure when formatted along the model of print media
'(Web 1.0 and prior), ownership and authority gave way to
appropriation and remediation through the structures of

delivery afforded by Web 2.0. "An interesting danger here,"
DeVoss and Porter note, "... is that authorship can become

fuzzy in filesharing spaces where it is in the hands of
users to label files" (186) - again, however, the "danger"

is only perceived as such when placed in the context of an

economic scheme that values authority and ownership as a
function of distributing capital; no such ethic of rewards
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exists among Generation M, however, and those spaces

wherein users label their own files to share form virtually
the entirety of Web 2.0.
The post-Napster realities of the Internet include
filesharing as a fundamental practice of digital
composition - while memes are a unique and useful focal
point in studying the specific semiotic manipulation at

work in remediating and appropriating information, they are
as well a metaphor for the shift that has occurred in the
construction of information and knowledge itself among

Generation M: text has become a hybrid of image, word, and

reference; it is a chimera that belongs to no individual,

and is shared by all simultaneously - its ownership (if it
can be argued to have one at all) belongs, to use the

language of copyright law, to the "cultural commons," and

thus complicates those attempts that aim to place digital
composition within the traditional structures of authority.

Referring to the "Napster crisis" of 2003, DeVoss and

Porter remark that "this ... notion of the cultural commons
has much in common with the rhetorical principles that we
know as collaboration and intertextuality" (193). In the

years since then, those commons have only grown in breadth

and depth, and now represent the norm of communication
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among Generation M and Web 2.0 - "intertextuality" is a
redundant term for those whose compositions inherently

build upon the preexistent works of others, and which build
reference into communication as a function of the very
structure of dissemination. Rather, the linear framework of
knowledge and information construction that

"intertextuality" implies (insofar as it suggests the

commingling of authored texts through interdependency) is
in and of itself no longer applicable to the practices of

composition engaged in by Generation M, as "we move from a

print economy to a digital economy of information" (DeVoss
196) .

In point of fact, we have already moved. Recent

litigation over digital information has resulted in the
futile attempt by various corporate and governmental

agencies to control the dissemination of information and

knowledge■by censuring users, citing copyright ownership,
intellectual property rights, and national security as a
rationale for limiting the filesharing capabilities of Web
2.0. Whether or not the legal claims of the interested

parties are valid or in alignment with legal precedent is
largely irrelevant, and absolutely immaterial in regards to
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the attitudes toward information and knowledge construction

shared by Generation M.
The gesellschaft construct of ownership and authority
has ceded to the gemeinschaft of Web 2.0, making the
control of information and knowledge along traditional

lines an impossibility. The same semiotic appropriation of

text and image that was wrought by the corporate logo has
been democratized and expanded to include the entirety of
all text and image available, and the very notion of

personal ownership is one that is at least challenged (and
at most entirely eschewed) by the compositional practices
of Generation M.

Randall McClure and Kellian Clink published a (2009)
study investigating the strategies and practices of college

students composing research papers. Examining 100 student

essays to determine "the amount of attention students give
to analyzing and crediting the sources of their
information" (115), these researchers confirm the

hypothesis that Generation M deemphasizes the rhetorical
function of authority and textual ownership in favor of
remediation and appropriation of preexistent materials,

finding that these students "struggle with understanding
and valuing source material" (116). It is not exactly
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accurate, however, to frame students' relationship with
"valuing, source material" as a "struggle."
Rather, this sentiment reflects the misapplication of
a traditional framework of information and knowledge

construction to a population for whom information and

knowledge is a dynamic and shared entity; when placed
within the context of the compositional practices engaged

in by Generation M, the results of their study show that

the kind of semiotic appropriation of text and image that
make up the rhetorical spaces of Web 2.0 is being applied

to the print-media model of the traditional research paper,

and thus describes the dissonance between the semiotic
structures of those constructs.

McClure and Clink claim that "70 percent to 80 percent
of students use the Internet to find their sources for

college-level research projects" (118), based on research

done in 2006. However, this research is drawing on figures

from the 2003 National Study of Student Engagement to
arrive at 83% of students who use the Internet to find

research sources, and because "among [students'] top
considerations is ease of access" when considering sources
(Scoyoc 49), it stands to reason that the actual percentage

of students who use the Internet to find sources is
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significantly higher. Stephanie Vie argues that "Generation

M students do not view computers as disconnected from their
day-to-day activities but rather as an assumed part of'
their everyday lives," citing a (2005) Kaiser Family

Foundation study which shows that "these students spend a
quarter of every day interacting with various
technologies," and that their households are "not just
media-rich ... but media-saturated" (Vie 12).

Digital sources of information include everything
within Generation M's capability of browsing, from mobile

phones to gaming devices, and this ubiquity of material is
not considered in McClure and Clink's estimation of

"computer usage." Thus, it is almost a certainty that
virtually everyone who is a part of Generation M uses the
Internet to find sources for research - whether or not they

recognize the practice of "using the Internet" as distinct

from other research practices, in which they engage.
McClure and Clink's assessment of their results

reflect a position that neglects the importance of
addressing the shift in attitudes toward information and

knowledge construction which have occurred within

Generation M, causing them to be framed within a model that
claims deficiencies on the part of the writer: "... we found
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that 39 out of 100 student writers consistently failed to
discuss or even name the authors of their sources, except

in parenthetical references" (122) .

However, if digital rhetoric deemphasizes authority

and ownership, these results reflect not a "failure," but
merely a description of the authorial approach held by
Generation M in presenting information that, for them,

remains static. If, as Anis Bawarshi argued in 2000,
"Genres-... are the rhetorical environments within which we
recognize, enact, and consequently reproduce various
situations, practices, relations, and identities" (336),

then the locus of writing in which these students are being
asked to compose cannot be escaped: existing outside of the

hypermediated structure of Web 2.0, the genre of■"research

paper" remains stilted in the linear framework and
construction of information and knowledge which Generation
M does not share.

"Genres are implicated," Bawarshi continues, "in the
way we experience and enact a great many of our discursive

realities, functioning as such on an ideological as well as
on a rhetorical level" (339). This "ideological level" of

the discursive reality of Web 2.0 manifests itself

precisely in the areas that the traditional "research
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paper" genre exposes most severely, resulting in a

breakdown of rhetorical emphases that almost defines the
differences between approaches to information and knowledge
construction as they vary between pre-Generation M and

contemporaneity: attribution of textual sources versus
appropriation; linear organization versus multimodal

hypermediation; authorial reference versus hyperlinked

meta-reference; emphasis on textual content versus emphasis

on visual impact and signifier-referent; semiotic stability
versus semiotic ambiguity.
In each case,'the traditional approach (former) is

demanded by the genre of the research paper, while the
makeup of digital composition rests in the. contemporary

(latter). Thus, when McClure and Clink proclaim that
"nearly all student essays in this study contain serious

omissions or inconsistencies in this area [of the

articulation of authority]" (122), they not only isolate
what is "inconsistent" between the expectations of the

genre of "research paper" and the performance of
contemporary digital composers, but equally (albeit

unwittingly) point out what elements of composition do not

belong to the expectations of Generation M in their
construction of information and knowledge.
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It is less useful, then, to levy the charge (as

McClure and Clink do) that the omission of explicit

authorial reference "limit[s] the overall effectiveness of
... research and ... writing" (122) than it is to explore the

elements of research engaged in by Generation M through the
practices of digital composition that may not be reflected
within the delivery of content via traditional, print-based

models. Because the construction of information and

knowledge has shifted from the mimetic and linear modes of
discourse to the dynamic and remediated models of
multimodal digital discourse among Generation M, the

practice of citation becomes redundant: contemporary

attitudes value the appropriation of text and its
manipulation in creating new content; thus, laboring 'over

the "originator" of information threatens to lessen the

rhetorical impact of the digital composition itself.

A student in McClure and Clink's study states that
she/he "'did have some [sources] that didn't have authors ...

but they had some really good quotes, so [she/he] just took
them'" (127). This kind of explicit appropriation, of

course, is seen by the pre-filesharing, gesellschaft

framework of information and knowledge as a form of theft,
a ransacking of sorts that threatens the "credit" due to
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the author of the information being used by the composer.
The gemeinschaft framework that Generation M exhibits,
however, places less emphasis on authority than it does on

utilitarian semiotic value, and the same student continues
by explaining that

[she/he] really didn't care about the

author because they were good quotes'" (127).

The hierarchy of values that exist in the research
paper genre do not exist within the genre of contemporary
digital composition, and if "genre provides the ideological

context in which a text and its participants function and

attain cultural value" (Bawarshi 349), then the "omission"
that McClure and Clink censure as indicative of bad

research becomes merely the expression of a differently
centered value structure — nothing is left out, after all,

unless you expect it to be there in the first place. For
Generation M, then, the emphasis in composition is on the
remediative practice of arranging, appropriating, and

utilizing the static texts of traditional media to create
new meaning out of things otherwise meant - digital

composition is primarily about composing.
That a shift has occurred in the attitudes toward
knowledge and information construction among Generation M

is without question - the practices engaged in through
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digital composition require an increased awareness of

spatial expression, visual imagery, textual appropriation,
and semiotic manipulation through hypertextual links

between sign and signifier. Concomitant to these elements
are the deemphasizing of authorial ownership, the veiled or

implied citation of original source material, an increased
value of semiotic ambiguity, and the recognition of the

ephemeral nature of information and knowledge itself.

Traditional structures of information and knowledge
remain a product of the Enlightenment-era framework of text

as a permanent medium, reflecting an attitude toward the

written word as a layered collection of linear material,
organized in stable, static volumes, and existing as

individual works specifically authored by creditable and
citable entities. The architecture of Web 1.0, while
modeled upon this print-media analogue of information and
knowledge, has given way to the simultaneous and multimodal

data streams that make up Web 2.0, such static content as

that which makes up virtually the entire pre-Millennial
Internet (including all the libraries, encyclopedias, and
collected works of humankind therein) forming but the

referential storehouses upon which user-created content is
newly formed.
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How, specifically, this shift in attitudes manifests
itself throughout the spaces of digital composition remains

to be further explored. The early Internet memes of single

multimedia files being shared through the linear structure
of e-mails and host sites are an instantiation of the

appropriative trend of composition engaged in by the
earliest members of Generation M, quickly being replaced by
the more dynamic and interactive memes of recent years.

This suggests a refinement of not only technology, but of

the propensity toward semiotic manipulation of contributors
to those spaces where digital composition takes place blogs, Social Networking Sites, and imageboards primarily.

The democratization of semiotic appropriation that

accompanies the growth of Web 2.0 continues to impact
global communication trends, as recent political upheavals
in Egypt and throughout the Middle East are being hailed as

"Twitter revolutions," owing largely to the increase in
access granted by Web 2.0's adaptability to a variety of
digital devices, including cell phones and portable tablet

computers. Digital composition is available at any time, in

any place, and through an increasing number of means. There
is no question that digital composition is the present and
the recent past, and the degree to which it remains the
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future, if it is a function of usage, can be expected to

only gain momentum in breadth and depth.
Therefore, the aim to understand the various ways in
which this shift in information and knowledge construction

are being carried out in the practice of digital

composition (and thus handed down from Generation M to an
increasing population) is of paramount importance. In a

socio-cultural sense, the shift suggests an expression of
the aesthetics of Late Capitalism, as an increasingly

global population utilizes a communicative technology to
create and share meaning; in the compositional sense, the

shift is an expression of the cultural logic of a

generation for whom the entirety of all written works are a
mouse-click, screen-touch, or voice-command away. In any

sense, the shift communicates the after-effects of a
digital divide that has not been bridged, and perhaps which

can only be repaired through significant pedagogical

efforts.

In chapter 3, I review these pedagogical efforts in
regards to recent efforts in rhetoric, composition, and
literature studies. Drawing upon a survey of research over
the past few years, I aim to synthesize the most useful

elements of this data in order to promote an expansion of
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the institutional spaces in which digital communication is

"allowed," and attempt to isolate specific ways in which
this expansion provides increasing access to a growing body
of students whose construction of information and knowledge

differ from the traditional framework.
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CHAPTER THREE
OVERHAULING TRANSMISSION: SHIFTING ATTITUDES

The question facing contemporary composition studies
boils down to a fairly simple quandary: what elements of

traditional, print-based writing are worth keeping? If
digital composition consists of the remediation of

traditional aspects of rhetoric being performed through a
multimodal and hypermediated space, then the components of

writing in which students presently (and constantly) engage
incorporate much of what appears in the average first-year

composition curriculum. Digital writers perform inventio,
topoi, and stasis through every text-message, blog-post,

tweet, status update, and imageboard post composed across
Web 2.0, and the real-time feedback streams of comment

forums and threaded messaging appended to Social Networking
Sites, News forums, and Video-Sharing Websites accomplish
the functions of peer-review and response.

The emphasis on user-created content that informs Web
2.0 has resulted in an increased production of composition

among Generation M, and usage statistics suggest that
writers belonging to this generation compose messages or

responses to text on at least an hourly basis
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(http://searchengineland.com/by-the-numbers-twitter-vs-

facebook-vs-google-buzz-36709). This kind of outpouring
amounts to more writing, on average, than any generation
before them, yet common wisdom (along with institutional

convention) continues to 'doubt contemporary students'
abilities to perform "standard writing" at a level of
proficiency.
This dissonance (between the perceived writing habits
of Generation M and their actual habits of composition)

stems from cultural attitudes toward what counts as
writing: digital composition remains underrepresented
within the traditional composition curriculum outside of

its existence as a means to an end. In order to address the
shift in attitudes towards knowledge and information
construction among Generation M, however, digital

composition needs to be reframed as an end unto itself.
If, as all present research suggests, digital

composition is multimodal and hypermediated, then the scope
of awareness regarding digital rhetoric must be widened
within the contemporary composition classroom in order to

accommodate the rich and intertextual spaces in which
students compose. Danielle Nicole DeVoss and Suzanne Webb
see the issue as one of "media convergence," and suggest
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that barriers to widening the scope of composition pedagogy
to include these (hyper-)multimediated compositions relate
to issues of copyright and ownership.

However, if we are to invite Generation M (whose

composition habits deemphasize the relevance of such

ownership issues to the writing process) into the writing
spaces of the contemporary classroom, then our attention as

composition instructors must focus on the practices of
digital rhetoric. Because "students in our classrooms ... may

have a deep rhetorical sophistication about how audio,video, and other elements can affect a particular

composition" (DeVoss 81), our pedagogies must continue to

adapt to the digital practices of Generation M in order to
address the shift that has occurred in attitudes toward
information and knowledge construction.

Framing the recent explorations of how digital

composition practices impact writing studies, DeVoss and

Webb argue, "are examinations of institutional and
political dynamics as they impact writing classrooms" (83).

Similar to the gemeinschaft attitudes toward ownership'and
textual authority that Generation M expresses through the

shared spaces of Web 2.0, DeVoss and Webb cite Lev
Manovich's (2002) study of "remix culture," where "instead
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of a single author producing solitary work in isolation ...

we have distributed, shared views of authorship" (DeVoss

85). Negotiating this attitude toward knowledge and
information as a shared entity within the construct of the

writing classroom, of course, presents a challenge to
composition pedagogy.
Expanding her own performance of digital literacy

practices, DeVoss created a project called "Grand Theft
Audio," wherein the transgressive act of piracy was

utilized to incorporate a multimedia remix of various

elements surrounding Fair Use laws in order to demonstrate
the central issues and motifs in copyright and intellectual

property. In this project, she appropriated and utilized
images, sound, and text that were not specifically granted
to her through permission. "Never before," she explains,

"have we had at our fingertips the capacity to so
seamlessly integrate digitally anchored multiple media in

our teaching practices," proclaiming further that "teaching
today requires us to weave newer media in digital spaces"

(DeVoss 88).
DeVoss thus demonstrates a strong argument for

incorporating digital practices in the teaching of

composition, and the same practices being engaged in by
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Generation M will doubtless prove to be instrumental in

inviting them into a supportive digital environment. Sally
Chandler, Joshua Burnett, and Jacklyn Lopez, however, in

their research on digital learning strategies among the
print-generation, perceive a shift in the "move from
learning through linguistic instruction to learning through

doing" (349) that is embedded within the digital
composition practices of Generation M. Their research

suggests that embedding digital practices into pedagogical
performance, while a necessary step in instructional
delivery, fails to fully achieve the goal of inclusion for

the multimodal and hypermediated framework of digital

composition. Rather, full inclusion requires a performative
space within the classroom.
Building on Wenger's (1998) research in "newcomers" to
digital landscapes, Chandler et al. suggest that we need to

implement a "community of practice" in order to facilitate
the necessary shift in mindset that digital composition

requires. In their study on the acquisition of functional

literacy in playing video games, Chandler et al. explain
the dissonance between a user's observation of digital

interaction and their performance thereof by the claim that
"until outsiders understand basic semiotic rules of a
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space, insider modeling will not provide useful
information" (357). This concept, when mapped onto the

process of digital composition, suggests that mere
illustration of the composition processes that make up the
digital practices of Generation M will not ensure the

successful transmission of concepts: rather, an interactive

and dynamic space of performance is necessary.
"Characterizing and implementing communities of

practice for instructional purposes," however, "is not a

straightforward charge" (Chandler 349). Fundamental shifts
in instructional approaches need to be made before bridging

the gap between a print-generation pedagogy and the needs
of Generation M. "Writing center and composition

pedagogies," the authors contend, reflect an "insider
coaching" approach that "do[es] not provide strategies for

meeting the specific needs of ... the immediate, real-time
demands of online participation" (362).
Composition pedagogies must make a congruent shift in

attitudes toward information and knowledge construction if
Generation M is to be included in teaching writing, and in

more ways than merely increasing the numbers of computer
labs or technological training available to students. If

"increasing access and providing instruction in the use of
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software does not necessarily allow [outsiders] to make the
shifts in mindset required to become insiders to digital

culture" (Chandler 347), then the parallel aim of
increasing access to computers in composition classes

equally fails to address the needs of Generation M
(insiders) in bridging the gaps between traditional and

contemporary attitudes toward composition.
Addressing the needs of Generation M by expanding the
methods and tools of composition to include the digital
spaces in which contemporary writers create meaning

includes the concomitant need to approach composition from
an increasingly‘global perspective. Gail Hawisher and

Cynthia Selfe, who have long been tracking and analyzing
the ways in which the boundaries of composition have been

expanding along digital lines, coauthored a study with

Gorjana Kisa and Shafinaz Ahmed which frames digital
composition as a means to offer increased access to the
"transnational" generation of contemporaneity, or "a

growing group of students who are at home in more than one

culture ... [who] ... have been touched irrevocably by ... an
array of digital media that populates their everyday life"

(56) .
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If multimodality is a trait that Generation M's
attitudes towards knowledge and information construction
feature, then along with that hypermediation of information
comes the increased complexity of identity. Just as textual

ownership and authority is downplayed within contemporary

trends of digital composition, so is the role of a static
and identifiable authorial identity within digital
communication, leading to what Hawisher, et al. call "the

emergence of a new literacy ideology" which stresses "the

importance of multimodal texts and issues of globalization"
(57) .
Relying upon writing assessments that revolve around

the linear manipulation of static text reflects an
unwillingness to adapt to the multimodal compositions of
digitality in which students of Generation M are engaged.

As well, the transnational realities of Generation M

suggest that Western hegemonies embedded within the
insistence on print-media based assignments limit the

amount of access granted to a globalized writing culture.

The efforts to understand "how literacy, schooling, and
technology were inexplicably connected to transnational

lives" led Hawisher et al. to explore alternatives to print

as "both a research and a learning tool" (58-59).
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The researchers describe one method in exploring
alternative assessment means as "collecting literacy
narratives with digital video cameras" (62). In this

project, students assume the role of digital composer,
creating an audio-visual narrative which expresses their

conceptualization of "literacy" in all of its multifaceted
qualities - an assignment common to many college

composition courses, to be sure, but with the important

detail of being accomplished through the tools of digital
composition that are not bound to the culture of print

media. Expanding the domain of composition to include that
of the digital and multimodal, the authors argue, resolves

the crisis of identity within Generation M and the

transnational student, as the assignment moves toward the
development of a "community of practice" (cf. Chandler)

rather than a traditional demonstration of static text

manipulation.

Citing Bruno Latour's (2005) research, Hawisher et al.
agree that composition takes place within a "writing space"
that instructors implicitly limit when they construct
writing assignments with print-based requirements, and

stepping outside of the traditional attitudes toward
information and knowledge construction allows both the
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composer and his/her audience to "draw connections to other

people, places, and attachments that may not automatically

be evident in the things themselves"

(65). This shift

toward the emphasis on communal interdependence rather than
authorial solitude reflects a construction of knowledge and

information much closer to that shared within the digital
spaces of Web 2.0 and by Generation M. Furthermore, this

shift leads toward an increased ability to remediate within
our own classrooms the "larger, shared global landscape" of
contemporaneity.
In outlining the characteristics of "transnational"
students, Hawisher et al. include five central motifs:

1. They have a perceptive ... sense of events in both
localized contexts and a transnational world.

2. They possess a rich set of linguistic
resources ... that 'help define and situate their
multiple identifications both locally and globally.
3. They learn, read, compose, and communicate in

various print, digital,

and online contexts ...

4. Their digital literacy practices extend across
national, cultural, and linguistic borders ...

5. ... The blurred borders of nation-states informs

their ways of being ... (66, enumeration added)
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It quickly becomes obvious that, taking these

characteristics outside of the context of the specific
student who has physically migrated from one nation to

another and mapping them to the general condition of
Generation M, these features describe virtually all
students who have acquired the practice of digital

composition throughout Web 2.0, and are embedded

intrinsically within the very architecture of the Internet
itself.

The digital spaces of composition that inform the
contemporary Web are, if-anything, "transnational," and

these "blurred borders of nation-states" are enacted online
through the daily habits of users who participate in a

globalized network of communication, commerce, and

filesharing. Thus, when arguing that "within globalized
environments and the curricula we adapt to them ... the

critical use ... of digital networks and media should assume
a. major role" (67), Hawisher, Selfe, Kisa, and Ahmed

tacitly extend that exhortation to every composition

classroom - starting even earlier in education than may

readily be apparent.
While most research on digital composition and the

effect of Web 2.0 on students' writing habits has been
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centered around college-age writers, Generation M is one

that, unlike traditionally defined groups, is growing. If
the main component belonging to Gen-M is the acquisition of

functional digital literacy as a primary form of
communication, then the scope of students belonging to this

generation increases at a rapid rate, the practice of

digital composition becoming something in which

participation begins to occur at earlier ages each year.
Clare Dowdall's (2009) study on pre-adolescent children's

participation in Social Networking Sites suggests that

enacting a shift in attitudes toward information and
knowledge construction will need to be done in classrooms
of both university students as well as within the K-12

curriculum if we are to keep up with the growth in Web 2.0

usage among pre-teen writers.
"Children," Dowdall explains, "are producing vast

amounts of text that are circumscribed not only by the

institutions of school and family, but by the affordances

and constraints of the sites themselves" (92). By this, she

refers to the contemporary attempt to exclude pre-teens
from most Social Networking Sites, as well as the present

dearth of studies involving children's digital composition
within the K-12 curriculum. According to a 2008 study by
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Ofcom, 27%' of UK 8- to 11-year-olds report having a profile

on a SNS, despite attempts by those sites to restrict usage

to those under the age of fourteen

(Dowdall 91). This

suggests that, not surprisingly, digital composition
belongs as much to elementary and middle school students as

it does to high school and college-age students, and
therefore that the issues brought about by exploring
contemporary attitudes toward information and knowledge
construction will not recede as the generation ages.
Rather, it may be the case that the coming years see an

even greater need for emphasizing digital composition
within the larger field of English and Language Arts.
Dowdall finds that for children who use SNSs,

.

"it is

clear that their school and out-of-school, online and

offline'.worlds converge and interweave through the texts

that they create in their social network sites"

(92). This

confluence of social interaction complicates the claims

that online behavior forms a separate and unique entity

within a distinct digital space, and instead suggests that
the youngest members of Generation M perform identity

construction in a way that melds their online social
interactions and traditional, "face-to-face" interactions

with their peers.
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Because composition, both digital and print-based,
"can be regarded as an artefact of the process of identity

formation that reflects both the structuring forces and the

agency of the text producer in that moment" (Dowdall 93),
continuing to exclude the aspects of digital text

production in the public school curriculum will only

further limit the access that these students have to the
writing practices of the classroom. Even worse, digital
exclusion ignores the multimodal and hypermediated spaces
which allow for "negotiations of identity and positioning

more dynamically than pre-digital or school-based texts are

able to do" (96).

In order to address the dynamic needs of this
burgeoning group of youths within Generation M, Dowdall

concludes, "an alternative framework for describing ... text

production in online profile pages is needed if educators
are to explore how children's text production is evolving

in response to digital technologies and Web 2.0

capabilities" (97). Within the larger scope of contemporary
shifts in attitudes toward knowledge and information

construction, these preadolescent participants represent a
group for whom text is more than just semiotically dynamic,
but fully integrated within both their digital and analog
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lives. This integration implies that the trends of digital
composition are perhaps being enacted in a more holistic
way foj: these young writers than their older counterparts,

and suggests that widening the scope of what is "allowable"
in the composition classroom remains even more crucial than

present studies indicate.
Emerging from the dissonance between the "allowed" and

"disallowed" within the contemporary composition curriculum

is a battle over accepting what Derek Mueller terms the
"digital underlife" into the writing classroom. Referring
to Robert Brooke's (1988) work on "underlife" in
composition, which Mueller explains as "a stream for

subverting the primary communicative channel" (243), he

extends the term to include a digital component, which
encompasses "both an ulterior field for illicit

communication and the elusive, underground discursive
activities proliferated therein with the aid of digital

technologies" (241).
This collection of online discursive spaces, Muller
argues, represents an opportunity for the composition

classroom to accommodate -those practices which traditional

pedagogical attitudes have historically excluded, branding
them as either too "transgressive" for serious
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consideration or as a "distraction" from other, more
"legitimate" forms of composition. Rather than treat these

spaces as an "underlife," however,

contemporary pedagogy

must recognize their existence as a valid compositional

space,

integrating them into the writing curriculum if we

are to address the needs of Generation M.
Traditional attitudes toward the digital media

convergence of Web 2.0 - especially in terms of more recent
developments in digital communication such as text
messages, "tweets," and SNSs - frame them as bringing "ever
more dissipated attention ... drawn asunder due to a barrage

of contending informational forces and attractions"
(Mueller 240). Between 2006 and 2008,

reports abounded of

both University administrations and individual instructors
enacting strictures and censures on digital technology,

from The Chronicle of Higher Education's Michael Bugeja

calling upon professors to be wary of students who "listen
to iPods rather than guest speakers in the wireless lecture
hall" to the University of Chicago Law School blocking
Internet access from classrooms entirely

(Mueller 241).

These efforts reflect a general attitude which frames
digital communication and composition as an "increasingly

common dispersion of attention where technologies intervene
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into human interaction" (ibid.), but which ignores the
realities of the shift in attitudes toward information and

knowledge construction within Generation M. This shift
treats the modes of dissemination through which information

is communicated as equivalent to one another, and frames
knowledge as a dynamic and interrelated network of thoughts

and ideas which may simultaneously exist within a
hypermediated platform.

Thus, while the "digital underlife" of Generation M

continues to challenge the "limits of institutional rules
and roles" (Mueller 241)/ it actually expresses the
rejection of an informational hierarchy within the shared

attitudes of Generation M, for whom no single medium is

"better" than any other, be it a downloaded or streamed
podcast, a threaded SNS conversation, or an expert's forum
on a website. This democratization of information is an
aspect of the gemeinschaft nature of Web 2.0 in which

contemporary students are immersed on a constant basis.

"The students we work with," Muller explains, "are multiply
and simultaneously engaged in the production and
circulation of writing related to any number of disparate,

contending subjectivities" (241). Moreover, we must be

reminded, this multiplicity of information-sharing has
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always existed to some degree, especially in the area known
contemporarily as the "backchannel."
Elizabeth Lawley, in a blogpost from 2003 entitled

"Step Away from the Podium," explained the concept of the

"backchannel" as something that has always been there:

"what's happening isn't new ... before the wifi-enabled
backchannel started to emerge ... you sat next to people you
knew, and whispered to them. 'Did you hear that?' ... 'What
did she say?'" (http://many.corante.com/archives/2003/07/24
/step_away_from_the_podium.php) . Since 2003, the

instantiation of the "backchannel" has grown considerably,
including not only text-messages, but tweets,’ SNS

conversations, and even "face-time" interaction between
video-enabled "smart-phones" which allow for real-time

conversation across any distance. The constraints of the
classroom have grown to virtually include the entire
planet, and the attempts to prevent its continued expansion

are counterproductive to the composition habits of

Generation M, as "they usher new dimensions of rhetorical
activity into institutionally conditioned spaces" (Mueller
242) .

Of course, professors themselves participate in a

"digital underlife" through their interaction in blogs,
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listserves, and e-mail communication. However, the
assumption that what works for the Web 1.0 era of digital

communication will necessarily be appropriate for
Generation M can result in some severe pedagogical

missteps. Universities widely use digital forums such as
Blackboard and WebCT, but these compositional spaces are

inextricably tied to the linear and mimetic framework of

text production and information construction that runs
loggerheads against the contemporary attitudes toward
knowledge among Generation M. Blogs, even, do not truly
belong to the compositional space of Web 2.0, as they

reflect a print-based structure of linearity which requires
users to compose their writing in digital isolation,

staring at the input field with the same anxiety as the
white space of a word-processing document, only allowing

for peer-feedback and input after the "post" has been made.
’Jill Walker Rettberg, an associate professor at the

University of Bergen, blogged about the death of blogs in
early 2007, lamenting that her students "Basically ... just
ignore it all. And they're smart interested students. Who

are bizarrely enough writing papers about blogging while
saying they don't really understand blogging" (http://
jilltxt.net/?p=1902). If professors who are making sincere
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and valiant efforts to include aspects of digital
compositionpinto their writing curricula are still failing
to capture the interest of their Gen-M students, then we

I

have to recognize the inconvenient possibility that "our

own underlife activities do not simply carry over - in
energy, enthusiasm, and importance - for students" (Mueller
243). Most importantly, we have to understand the

difference between the digital underlife of Web 1.0 and Web
2.0, and fully grapple with the reality of adaptations that

a fully Web 2.0-compatible classroom would look and sound

like.
Generation M students, Mueller explains, "are
composing in more outwardly social venues, entering into
highly interactive exchanges prone to drift across multiple

institutions, even transcending institutionality" (244).
This framework of communicative practices not only

challenges the traditional structure of the composition
classroom, but the very environment of the institution of
the University. "The stealthy omnipresence of digital
underlife ... transforms the physical scenes of teaching and

learning and calls into question default approaches to

verifying attentiveness" (Mueller 245).
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Generation M's digital underlife complicates the

classroom by physically enacting the decentralization of

authority that exists as a byproduct of shifted attitudes
toward information and knowledge construction - including

the very role of the instructor as arbiter of classroom,
communication. Mueller cites the (1998) autoethnography of

Charles Moran, who contrasted the experiences of teaching
in a "networked" classroom and a traditional one, exploring
the shift in his pedagogical role: "without computers, he

functioned like a highly-connected hub through which all

forces gained legitimation" (245). Visually, Moran found it

difficult to assess attention when computers were present,

and their absence only reinforced the institutional
structure of professorial authority - of course, in 1998,
the technologies through which students were communicating

were far more pronounced.

Contemporary technologies have provided a plethora of
interfaces between student and network, and along with .Web
2.0, "the rise 'of contingent, mobile networks reasserts the

idea that a group's collective attention is never
monolithic" (Mueller 246). Generation M's attention is no

more divided than their predecessors', Mueller argues,
except insofar as the visual approximation of that
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attention has become less obvious in assessing. "As
spatial-attentive dynamics shift," he explains, "so must
our thinking change about the visual verifiability of

attentiveness" (Mueller 245). This means that the

traditional "comprehension checks" of head-nods and hand
raising no longer suffice in proving the engagement of

learners - Gen-M learners are more likely 'to enact feedback

to instruction by participating in the act of composition
through the digital underground.

A student may respond to a comment the professor or

another student makes by doing a Google search on the

topic, or rephrasing the idea in a threaded conversation on
his/her SNS, or text-messaging the idea to a friend for

further discussion. These activities, however, do not
necessarily detract from the attention a student gives to
the topic at hand; rather, it is possible that they are

exploring the interconnections between that topic and other
areas in a way that was previously impossible.
Part of the difficulty in allowing these habits of

digital underlife into the contemporary composition
classroom is that they have previously been framed within

the concept of "multitasking." Multitasking referred first
to the ability a computer has to simultaneously process
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information along several disconnected lines,'and the term

has since been co-opted by cognitive theorists to describe
the practice of "dividing" one's attention among several

different topics at once. However, this framework does not
allow for the 'interconnection between these topics that,

while a comput|er is unable to perform, the human brain
enacts on an automatic (and sometimes unconscious) level.
I

"That variations of underlife can account for the richest,

most lasting encounters might suggest to us that
I

subsidiary, noh-primary channels simply work better than we
often give them credit for, particularly when it comes to
|

writing" (Mueller 246).
Thus, to paint all of these activities with the broad

stroke of "multitasking," while it provides a convenient
I
i

excuse to maintain traditional attitudes to the structure

I

■ of the classroom, fails to adequately grapple with the
i

cognitive complexity of information and knowledge analysis
i

which is occurring within students of Generation M. If we
i
I

are to retain relevancy, then, the contemporary composition
classroom requires a reconciliation between its "above
ground" and "underground" activities.
I

Such reconciliation, Mueller argues, "can be done, in
I

part, by reflecting with students on the knowledge ... that
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takes shape in oscillating acts of attention that connect
across varied attention structures" (247). This framework
of multiplicity provides not only a preferable structure to

the separatism of "multitasking" that has previously
informed the discussion of implementing Web 2.0 within the
classroom, but also offers inroads whereupon the
performance of acts that were previously relegated to the

"digital underlife" can be re-appropriated as productive

compositional activities. Accepting the benefits of

simultaneously processing multiple lines of information and
knowledge within the composition classroom, while surely
transforming the landscape of traditional roles and

structures of authority, will result in conversations
between students and faculty that address the attitudes
toward information and knowledge that are shared by

Generation M, thus providing opportunities for deeper and

richer engagement for both professors and students alike.
James Porter's (2009) argument for "recovering

delivery for digital rhetoric" outlines several examples of

this kind of engagement by exploring the aspects of
performance within digital composition that traditional
attitudes toward writing overlook: "understanding how the
range of digital delivery choices influences the
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production, design, and reception of writing is essential
to the rhetorical art of writing in the digital age" (208).

If, as Porter claims, digital composition entails
aspects of the classical elements of actio, which print

based models of writing cannot fully address, then delivery
is the missing component to contemporary rhetorical studies
in digital composition, and "it is long past time to revive

the rhetorical canon of delivery" (207). This does not
mean, of course, that merely returning to a focus on the
Aristotelian model of rhetorical production will suffice to
bridge the gap that has occurred - especially considering

Generation M's reframed construction of information and

knowledge, which outwardly rejects the teleological and

categorized structures which inform.classical attitudes
toward composition.
Rather, Porter suggests, applying the concept of

"delivery" to contemporary digital composition requires a

more delicate approach - one less like Aristotle and closer
to Cicero or Quintilian, whose attenuation to the role

played by the body as "an integral part of rhetorical

'■

action" (Porter 209) allows for an emphasis on the

performative aspect of rhetoric. This "performance," while
indeed missing from the physical aspects of the composition
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curriculum, can be instantiated digitally throughout the

digital composition spaces of Web 2.0.

Christine de Pisan, an early Renaissance rhetorician
who "did not distinguish between invention and style,

delivery and audience ... [nor] create an elaborate

classification system or outline of the art" (209),
expresses the kind of framework of rhetorical delivery most

suited to contemporary needs, Porter argues. Notably,
Porter's support of de Pisan's view of rhetorical delivery
agrees with the restoration of rhetorical attention to

audience and form that Generation M demonstrates through

Web 2.0 and the attitudes toward information and knowledge
construction enacted therein. Without a classification or

poetics of actio, the digital writer has only the
overriding focus on his/her audience to guide the

production of writing tha't will suit the need at hand, and
the communications-obsessed Generation M enacts this ageold rhetorical situation ubiquitously and on a daily basis.
What has been occurring all this time on Social

Networking Sites, Blogs, Imageboards, and Text-Messaging

Services is the negotiation of rhetorical delivery as
viewed by de Pisan (and Porter), wherein the awareness of a
digital form of pronuntiatio is brought back into the
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foreground of writing after having "dropped off the map by
the late 20th century" (Porter 211) . The "shift ... toward
textual formalism ... that privileges the disciplinary
domains and methodologies of science and humanism over

community or personal experience" (ibid.) that accompanied
the rise of writing itself within the Western rhetorical
tradition is/has been shifting back.

The gesellschaft is/has been becoming the
gemeinschaft, and Generation M is the first to fully enact

such public performance as a staple of their compositional

practices since perhaps the Quattrocento. Recent
scholarship in the bodily aspects of virtual space explore

this performative aspect, including the requisite
compositions of "avatars" in SNSs and online gaming forums,
which "when combined with virtual speech and behavior,

results in a rhetorical performance" (Porter 212). As the
digital composition practices of Generation M remediate
information and knowledge, they moreover remediate the
public performance itself: "in digital spaces," Porter
states, "we have to consider not only textual presentation

but oral performance, the very qualities of voice that were

central to classical rhetoric" (213) .
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When framing the concept of delivery and "voice"

within the context of Web 2.0, however, we must recognize
the remediated elements of that voice within the landscape
of digital composition. Katherine Hayles'

(1999)

exploration of a "posthuman" framework within the cultural
logic of technological immersion provides a necessary

approach to understanding how rhetorical delivery is
instantiated within digital composition. If "the two

central dialectics involved in the formation of the
posthuman are presence/absence, and pattern/randomness"
(Hayles 247), then the expression of delivery in digital

rhetoric is the negotiation of what Hayles refers to as

"replication" and "disruption," or the connective axes

between each dialectical pair (248).
Because, as Porter points out, "digital rhetorical
performance is becoming increasingly multimodal and

increasingly synchronous" (213), the use of "voice" for the
digital composer is the remediated appropriation of digital

material to enact authorial presence amidst an otherwise
absent consciousness. In Web 2.0, this "absence" amounts to
the dissociated abundance of static information and
knowledge structures that, without guided direction and

utilization, remain random. In this sense, digital delivery
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also amounts to elucidating a pattern of remediated and
appropriated information, thus enacting a sense of "voice"
through the enactment of authorship over such randomness.

Applied to the meme, Hayles' aspect of "replication"

provides insight into the enactment of rhetorical delivery
within the semiotic ambiguity of Web- 2.0, as each iteration
of a meme's specific use imparts an authorial presence upon

the collectively shared entity of semiotic aporia. In this
sense, when the digital composer is altering and forwarding
an altered meme, she/he is virtually performing the act of

composition through the appropriation of a static
not concrete)

(though

signifier.

Equally significant to this process is the
"disruption" of the previously established pattern for said

meme, as it imparts a non-random appropriation of material
which must also be considered an instance of rhetorical
"vocalizing" in digital composition. For Generation M, this

"materiality" that "emerges from the interplay between
presence and absence" (Hayles 249)

stands as a

compositional space in itself, wherein authorial identity

is performed and delivery is achieved - yet it is done so
without regard whatsoever to the traditional components to
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"■identity," often (on imageboards, for example) without

even the "author's" name discernible to his/her audience.
Thus, the de-emphasis of authority and textual

ownership within the construction of information and
knowledge within Generation M strikes at traditional

attitudes of composition on two levels. It not only blurs
the "firm line between the human and machine" drawn by

traditional humanism (Porter 213), but positively enacts

the ways in which "like subjectivity itself, human language
is being redescribed in terms that underscore its

similarities to and differences from computer coding"

(Hayles 279).

In order for composition studies to address the needs
of Generation M, then, it will need to contend with the
posthuman aspects of digital composition, especially in

those areas in which the construction of information and

knowledge has shifted from static to dynamic interaction.

Enabling writers to enact digital delivery by approaching
Web 2.0 as a space for constructive appropriation of

remediated materials - and furthermore approaching these

compositional acts as valid within the institutional

pedagogy - addresses the shift in attitudes toward
information by framing it within a posthuman context.
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Hayles' definition of information as "the interplay
between pattern and randomness" includes the awareness that
"information is a code carried by physical markers but also
extractable from them"

(250, emphases added). This crucial

recognition grants the dynamism of information that

traditional approaches lack, restoring not only the
rhetorical canon of delivery to contemporary composition,

but the validity of semiotic play as a compositional act.

Web 2.0 provides such a forum for subtle and powerful

semiotic extraction, -and Generation M's remediation of the
information carried by it provides an opportunity for
exploration within the writing classroom.

Recent trends have seen efforts along these lines take
place in a kind of hybridism between print-based and

digital composition. Porter cites a (2006) study by Carl

Whithaus and Joyce Neff in which student reactions were
compared between -the traditional setting of students being
physically present with their instructor, the distanced
setting of students interfacing with their class entirely
online, and the commingling of networked computers and

small student groups (218).
These three environments represent practically the

entire gamut of possibilities within present-day
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composition courses, and the differences between them have

been debated over the past decade, or at least since online
"distance learning" became a technological reality. Most
often, a mixture of all three situations occur at least
several times throughout the average course, and recent

economic downturns have popularized the perceived

institutional benefit to moving much of instruction to an
online venue.

If human physical interaction is something that

appears to be decreasing within the pedagogical landscape
of the university, though, it emphasizes the even greater

importance of exploring the most effective methods of
ensuring that interactivity is not altogether lost with it.

"Defining interactivity in terms of human interaction

potential," Porter argues, "helps us imagine a broader

range of human interactions with machines, systems,
interfaces, and designs" (218) .
Whithaus' and Neff's study suggests that interaction
as an aspect of digital delivery is a viable goal of

composition pedagogy, and that it may be possible that the
spaces provided by Web 2.0 are capable of sustaining it

through the quality of "liveliness," or "a moment in which

discussion emerges in an unpredictable, but not necessarily
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unplanned for, form" (in Porter, 218). This component of

composition pedagogy occurs in traditional classrooms as
well as virtual ones as the moment when intertextual

connections are made between previously unrelated concepts
- it is also something that occurs within the very

structure of Web 2.0.
Hypermediated information, by definition, supersedes

traditional categorical boundaries, and threaded
conversations among simultaneous information streams

present congruities between areas previously relegated to
separate domains and spheres of discussion. As the digital
manifestation of physical conversation, this occurs on

Social Networking Sites, Imageboards, and Video-Sharing

Websites within the context of "status updates" or "user
comments," which maintain a remediation of linearity

through their 'iterative, nonconsecutive structure.
Similarly, Twitter provides a text-messaging forum in

which users negotiate multiple conversations
simultaneously, fostering the kind of "liveliness" that
stems from discursive confluence (complicated by the unique

rhetorical challenge of posting compositions 120 characters

at a time). The key to fostering this liveliness of
discourse, Porter argues, is ensuring interactivity among
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the participants (something as obvious to the physical

classroom conversation as it is to the virtual one). Porter
also explains that providing a digital space that

encourages students "to actively participate in co

production seem[s] to be more effective than those designs

that position the audience as passive consumers of
information" (218). For Generation M, this treatment of

information as ergodic and nonlinear is crucial in

addressing the dynamic construction of knowledge within the

contemporary cultural logic of digital composition.
Expanding the institutional framework of composition
to include the posthuman shift in constructions of

information and knowledge by emphasizing digital

composition as a valid performative space enables

Generation M to access writing within the domain of the
hyperreal. Hayles explains hyperreality as "the interplay
between absence and pattern," noting that "Baudrillard has

described the process as a collapse of the dis/tance

between signifier and signified, or between an 'original'

object and its simulacra" (249).
If the "object" of composition studies is composition
itself, then this posthuman shift is not only a reframing
of what writing means, but an acceptance of digital
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composition as the simulacra of writing. "The terminus for

this train of thought is a simulation that does not merely
compete with but actually displaces the original" (Hayles

250), and as the proliferation of digital writing continues
to displace print-based media, the question of relevance is

brought strictly into the forefront of the challenges

facing contemporary composition. For Generation M, the
specific and distinct canons of classical rhetoric are
conflated into a multimodal and hypermediated space within

Web 2.0 as knowledge and information has shifted from the
static to the dynamic, and it is thus necessary to adapt
our framework of rhetoric and composition to include the
various digital spaces in which writing takes place.

In Fall 2004, a group of scholars at Michigan State

University convened in order to analyze the complexities of

expanding the framework of rhetoric to include the aspects
of digitality that pervade the contemporary landscape of

pedagogy scholarship. Publishing under the collective
moniker of "DigiRhet.org" (perhaps as a nod toward the
gemeinschaft nature of Generation M), their stated goals

were to
... explore the dynamics of digital reading and

writing by examining the rhetorical, social,
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cultural, political, educational, and ethical

dimensions of

digital texts; to interrogate

issues -of technology and literacy; and to examine
identity (including gender, race, class, and

more), subjectivity, and representation in

digital spaces.

(DigiRhet.org 231)

By addressing the complexity and rhetorical subtleties of
digital’Composition, DigiRhet.org argues for a curriculum

that accepts contemporary Web 2.0 practices as valid acts
of writing, providing a pedagogical framework that guides

both instructors and students to fully negotiate the kinds
of choices being made in digital rhetoric, including the
expanded sense of digital literacy within the canon of both

reading and writing.
Because "our notions- of literacy continue to migrate

with new contexts and new technologies," they explain, "we

must find ways to negotiate the ideological, political, and
culturally situated realities of literacy" (DigiRhet.org
234.) . While "literacy" surely includes the multiplicity of
interactions between reader and text suggested by

contemporary advocates of digital studies like Selfe (1999)
or Seiber (2004), addressing the shift in attitudes toward

knowledge and information shared by Generation M also
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requires us to negotiate a reframing of "literature" as

well.

If "digital writing" is "a transformed composing
environment ... framed by convergence and interactivity"

(DigiRhet.org 238), then "digital reading" must also exist
within the dialectic of rhetorical interaction within a

contemporary context. Just as the spaces of composition

have seen rapid expansion over the past couple of decades
through the advent of Instant Messaging, Social Networking

Sites, Imageboards, and Twitter, the spaces of reading and
literature have similarly widened to include the digital
narratives of Interactive Fiction, Console-based Computer
Games, Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games

(MMORPGs), and recent "Apps" (short for "applications," or
various small programs which provide a specific function).
These works embody a dynamic relationship between author

and audience by enacting an ergodic relationship between
text and reader, wherein the multiple pathways of literacy
performance deemphasize the passivity of the traditional
role of audience. This de-emphasis on reader passivity is a
major facet of the contemporary construction of information

and knowledge for Generation M.
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The Australian Journal of Language and Literacy

recently (2010) published two analyses of digital
literature, both of which suggest that students benefit

from the critical analysis of console-based and online
games, and that embracing them as a vital part of the

dialectic of digital rhetoric is necessary. Catherine

Beavis and Joanne O'Mara concede that "computer games raise
particular challenges when conceptualized as textual forms,
given their powerfully interactive nature ... and the ways in
which gameplay and time ... are ephemeral and difficult to

replicate exactly" (66). However, following Kress'
definition of a "new disposition to text," the authors find
that computer games, when framed within the context of
digital narratives, provide a valuable forum in which

students perform acts of literacy that help students
"become more analytic, reflective and critical about texts"

(69). Focusing on two case studies wherein computer games

were treated as valid spaces of rhetorical study for
students to draw upon as digital readers, Beavis and O'Mara

provide-compelling evidence that expanding the curriculum
to include digital narrative allows for increased
engagement and relevance among Generation M students.
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In the first case, an instructor at a Catholic boys'

school asked students (between the ages of 14 and 15) to
participate in a critical literacy project that included
their reflection upon and analysis of their video-game

playing habits. Beginning with a survey, a list of games
emerged which formed the canon of their study, including

well-known commercial successes like Grand Theft Auto IV,

and Halo 3 as well as lesser-known "parody games" like The
Simpsons: Hit and Run (which plays off of Grand Theft Auto
IVr s gaming universe by remediating it within the context

of fictional Springfield). This process, it is worth

noting, bears a striking resemblance to the building of a

traditional shared canon of literary works, and includes
the same subtlety of genre and purpose within its framework
of titles as would any survey of traditional fiction.

The most obvious difference here is in the students'

participation within the construction of this literary
repertoire, which adds all the more to their engagement and

addresses the interactive role of the student in his/her

education. Through the analysis of these games and

students' reflections on their own reaction to and
"reading" of the game, "the unit provided a context to
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develop critical awareness and analysis of the ideological
... dimensions of games" (Beavis 70) .

The second case study in Beavis' and O'Mara's analysis
frames games within an even more active context, as

students at a Catholic boys' college participate in
creating games of their own. Using Game Maker (http://www.

yoyogames.com), a free PC-based program that as well

supports the sharing of user-created games on its website,
students designed their own digital narratives within the

ergodic space of game design. The software allowing this,

it must be noted, is built around a basic Web 2.0
structure, "enabling the students to easily make games that

include complex graphics without having to use programming
languages" (Beavis 71).

This kind of rhetorical exercise contains the
necessary complexity to address all aspects of the

traditional canon while providing a context that engages
the digital practices- of Generation M, requiring a "wide

range of design activities ... that draw upon quite
sophisticated multi-literacy skills" (ibid.). Embedded
within this act of digital composition is the negotiation

of authorial identity, the performance of delivery

appropriate to the target audience, and the specific effect
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of detailed choices made not only by the designer, but the
player. Wrestling with the construction of digital

narratives as well as analyzing and reflecting on their

rhetorical effect upon the reader provides a valid and rich
opportunity for expanding the contemporary construction of

pedagogical spaces within the field of rhetoric and
composition.

Christopher Walsh's (2010) study of systems-based

literacy practices agrees .with Beavis and O'Mara's findings
that "successful gameplay entails simultaneous attention to
a number of elements, including on screen semiotic
signaling and juxtapositioning, contextual understandings

of play and plot ... [and] related narratives and genres"

(Beavis 74). He argues that "researching, playing and
designing digital games places students into new literacy
domains that are positioned outside traditional reading,

writing and multimodal design practices" (Walsh 25).
Rhetorical elements found within Web 2.0 are not only

embedded within the digital spaces of console and online
games, but are emphasized■in ways that instantiate the

hyperreality of digital rhetoric through a framework unlike
other online spaces. "When students (or anyone else), play
digital games ... they think about what move they are going
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to make and the possible consequences of the move on the
remainder of the game," explains Walsh, adding that "the

digital 'game- is a system that is enacted through play,
separate from the skills of playing" (26).

This rhetorical awareness, when mapped onto the
process of traditional composition, becomes obvious in its
connection to the ways that writers make "moves" that

affect the overall outcome of their work. Instructors'

encouragement of the critical awareness of these "moves"
(both in gaming and in writing) within the classroom will

address a metacognitive awareness that, according to Walsh
and many others, traditional classrooms lack.

Expanding the curriculum to include gaming as a valid
literary space (and game-construction as a valid

compositional space) articulates the shift in knowledge and
information construction within Generation M by addressing
the semiotic ambiguity of digital expression (such as that
present within Web 2.0). As well, according to Walsh,

curricular expansion has the added benefit of allowing

students to construct "more emotive, creative and highly
developed technological, systems-based virtual worlds" (28)
than either the traditional models of print-based
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composition or even the common digital practices of Web 2.0

presently allow.

If, as DigiRhet.org claims, students "need to engage
in 'real' digital communication ... to use the technology in

a meaningful way, with a purpose beyond fulfilling class
assignments" (243), then including the digital narratives
of games within the pedagogies of rhetoric and composition
provides a way for "entering into a conversation that

extends beyond themselves and their own experiences, that
has relevance to others and beyond the walls of their

Glassroom" (DigiRhet.org 244). Walsh's study (along with
others) suggests that digital games projects connect "with

the digitally mediated literary lifeworlds of the students

and the ways in which digital gameplay shapes knowledge,

understanding and learning" (36), thus addressing the
"decentering of print texts in the English curriculum

[which] ... allows a shift in the variable ideological
character of school literacy practices" (37).

The shift in Generation M's construction of knowledge

and information has already occurred. The present divide in

rhetoric and composition studies is no longer between the
"digital natives" and "digital immigrants" that populated

classrooms a decade ago, but between the digital curriculum
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and the traditional hegemony against addressing the

decentering of print-based media within contemporaneity.
The questions of access presently facing our classrooms are

less about students' socioeconomic level than they are
about their ability to utilize the various technologies
available to them in fulfilling the compositional and
rhetorical tasks with which they are daily presented.
Anne Frances Wysocki's (2005) analysis of the

"unavailable designs" in composition studies recognizes the

need for addressing the decentering of text by questioning
the consequences of maintaining a traditional framework of

writing despite the recent shifts in Gen M: "to ask after
the constraints as we teach or compose can help us

understand how material choices in producing communications

articulate to social practices we may not otherwise wish to

reproduce" (56). In this vein, Wysocki foregrounds the
present situation facing rhetoric and composition as an

aspect of changes within the cultural logic of writing
itself, built upon the social and historical influences

that have come about since the printing press, and
following through to the effects of more recent

technologies upon how we read and compose within a
contemporary1 context.
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What we must avoid, Wysocki reminds us, is the kind of

"technological determinism" that results from focusing on
the forms of communicative production over the actual
practices of contemporary communication. To apply a

McLuhanian lens of eschatological theorizing about the
replacement of one technology over the other is to risk

missing the complexity of historical forces at work

throughout the transition from print-based to digital-based
media.
Rather, Wysocki asks that we begin to "acknowledge

that how we use space on pages affects how we read and
understand" (57), recognizing in that deceptively simple

concession the complexities of how it is carried out in the
multimodal and hypermediated spaces of contemporary digital

communication. "Space on pages," Wysocki explains, "both

shapes and grows out of how we understand what words,
texts, and reading are" (57).
If the trends present within Generation M's

construction of information and knowledge include a

collapse of the semiotic preference of text over image
(and, in Kress' 'estimation, ultimately the semiotic

difference between them as well), then the required shift
in rhetoric and composition pedagogies can begin with the
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increased awareness of what is "unavailable" in the

traditional framework of writing: space itself. "As we
analyze and produce communications," Wysocki argues, "we

need to be asking not only what is expected by a particular
audience in a particular context but also what they might
not expect, what they might not be prepared to see" (59).

The difficulty in addressing this aspect of space
within contemporary composition results from its being

"unavailable" in traditional terms. Digital composition

becomes difficult to effectively assess in terms of
negative space - after all, one cannot merely point out the

words or images not seen. Kathleen Blake Yancey offers a
(2004) framework of assessment wherein digital composition

might be made more available to contemporary pedagogy as a
practical space of writing. All we need, she argues, is a
new language: "if we are to value this new composition text that is created on the screen and that in 'finished'

form is also mediated by the screen - we will need to
invent a language that allows us to speak to these new

values" (89). Similar to Hayle's framework of the dual
dialectic of posthumanism, Yancey provides a four-part

heuristic which seeks to describe the "values ... informing
the digital" (90).
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Like Wysocki, Yancey recognizes the need to address

the "spaces" present in digital writing that are unique to
the construction of information and knowledge transmitted

therein:
I have thought of digital texts as compositions

that live inside digital gaps, that create their
own unity through patterning, that are located in
a kind of coherence like print and yet different

from print, too - more visual, more dynamic,
ultimately more contextual - that weave together,
if only temporarily, fragments of a postmodern

world.

(100)

If we expand the purview of composition studies to include
digital writing as a viable space of rhetorical action, we

need to expand our definition of composition itself. We
must allow for the remediation of information and knowledge
that occurs within the digital spaces of Web 2.0 to become

an area of study that can be assessed, which requires a
stable context of aesthetic and rhetorical goals.
These goals, to be sure, neither replace nor supercede

the traditional elements of composition which are embedded
within digitality, but supplement contemporary' pedagogies
by recognizing how "digital compositions ... bring us
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together in new ways and provide us with an opportunity to

form new relationships - through multiple constituents of
meaning and arrangement with each other - and perhaps to be
more intentional in so doing" (Yancey 100). Although the
contemporary ethics of digital composition downplay

authorial presence and textual ownership, intentionality
remains central to the remediation of information and

knowledge, which constitutes the performance of "delivery"
within digital texts. On this design basis, we can begin to
build a -framework for digital composition assessment that

melds the shared interests of traditional and contemporary

approaches.

"What this means," Yancey explains, "is that we need
to think in terms of pattern/arrangement as functioning in

both design and reception" (96). Similar to Hayles'
construction of "pattern/randomness" as one of the two

"central dialectics in the formation of the posthuman"
(Hayles 247), Yancey's analytical axis of pattern/

arrangement can be seen as a manifestation of the
"materiality" that "emerges from the interplay between

presence and absence" (Hayles 249), providing a pragmatic
focal point which accesses both the posthuman realities of
digital composition and yet retains a sense of objective
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measurability required by a traditional approach to

pedagogy. Yancey facilitates the present need to expand the

spaces of writing within our field to include the
contemporary trends of digital composition by offering an

interrogative heuristic, which she presents in four simple
parts:

1. What arrangements are possible?

2. Who arranges?
3. What is the intent?

4. What is the fit between the intent and the
effect? (96)

Using this kind of heuristic to guide assessment of
digital composition provides the benefits of both

generality and specificity: these questions nowhere
insinuate that a particular form or type of arrangement is

preferable to any other, nor do they .specify any .exactness
in regards to the forum in which composition is taking

place. Nonetheless, this heuristic addresses the rhetorical
underpinnings of writing that occur ubiquitously throughout
Web 2.0 and its environs, remaining a generatively rich

source of investigation for spaces across a wide range of
structural variance.
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One could apply this heuristic to the entirety of an
SNS just as easily as she/he could train it upon a single
text-message; the questions can be asked about a MMORPG

with the same relevance as they could be levied against a
relatively simple Java-applet. Yancey's heuristic provides
a realistic method for beginning to close the divide

between the needs of our Gen-M digital composers/rhetors

and the institutional realities of our IRL (in-real-life)
classrooms. Only by allowing digital composition, rhetoric,

and literature into the pedagogical spaces of
contemporaneity can the shift in information and knowledge
construction within Generation M be fully addressed,

"perhaps ... provid [ing] us ... with new questions about the

relationships between and among composers, readers, and

texts" (Yancey 100).
The question that faces contemporary composition and

rhetoric, then, as previously stated, revolves around which
elements of traditional, print-based writing (if any), are

worth carrying with us as we are inexorably drawn into the
future of digital convergence and posthumanity. This

question, however, perhaps suggests a false dilemma. No
binary approach exists that can adequately accommodate the

shift in information and knowledge construction undergone
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within the digital composition practices of Generation M.

Their neither exists any decisive point at which a line can
be drawn which divides the "necessary" from the

"unnecessary" when it comes to rhetoric and composition
studies - linearity, in fact, remains one of the qualities

that contemporary digital writing tends to deemphasize.

What remains available, however, is the "both/and"
approach of remediation. Just as digital composition tends
to remediate the previously available constructions of
information and knowledge'into new and unique creations of

semiotic play and meaning-making, so the study of
composition might also remediate itself., reframing and

renegotiating the constitutive elements of what counts as

writing, repositioning itself as an agora of investigation
and analysis more than the arbiter of assessment and
evaluation. Only through the accommodation of multiple

approaches to rhetoric, composition, and literature - a

complicated overhaul of the way institutional transmission

occurs - can we fully negotiate the shift in information

and knowledge construction within Generation M.
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Afterword

■In 1997's Contact (adapted from Carl Sagan's novel of

the same name), Dr. Ellie Arroway (played by Jodi Foster)
famously opines "they should've sent a poet." She has been
selected to head a project whereupon she is the first to

encounter an alien species capable of intergalactic

telepathy, the universe spread out before her in a
conflation of both personal manifestations of identity and
the pan-spiritual representations of life's metaphysical
beauty.
In this respect, I share her realization of the utter

inadequacy of not only words, but subjectivity itself in
grappling with the ways to properly describe such a complex

and wide-reaching subject as that of digital communication
across the global network of Web 2.0. Aptly enough, the
year of Contact's release was the same as that- which, saw

the first meme ("Baby Cha-Cha"), and the movie's website

was the very pinnacle of Web 1.0 splendor, featuring the
ominous thrumming of digital frequencies rendered through

the mimicked antennae of Arecibo, interspersing flashes of
the logo and title along with clips from the film, almost

touching upon hypermediation, but still presented through
the linearity of monomodality.
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Since then, the transition from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 has
seen exponential advances'in the issues of universal
access, simplified usability, multimedia convergence, and

other features that ensure digital communication's place as
a global aspect of human behavior, moving from its prior

existence as a bulletin-board for the technorati to a truly
universal space of information and knowledge-sharing. The
contemporary Internet belongs to no country, company, or

individual entity, and the attempt to paint it with broad
brushes is going to be inevitably unsuccessful, just as too
broadly swathing an entire generation in the plainclothes

of the "tech-savvy" is to do a disservice to both the
technology and the people who use it. Nonetheless, it
remains a shortcoming that is infinitely preferable to the

alternative of not exploring the various ways in which

digital communication has shaped and informed the cultural
logic of contemporaneity, and the limitations therein are

those which push at the very boundaries of what is

expressible by language itself.
If, as the movie claims, they should've sent a poet to
better document first contact with extraterrestrial ' life,

then it stands to reason that I should've made a multimodal

and hypermediated composition to better negotiate the shift
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in information and knowledge construction among Generation

M: just as science fails to express the numinous, words
themselves fail to express the multimediated.

The struggle to express in traditional print the rich

and multi-sensory experiences of the semiotic playground of
Web 2.0 is a testament to the shift itself; the mode of
criticism with which analysis is levied must step outside

of the mode of media that is being critiqued, and there is
no such beast as that which is not encapsulated within Web

2.0 - such a chimera has yet to exist. Nonetheless, it

remains there for us, to be navigated and explored, the

digital landscape that to 1997 was almost unimaginable in
its rendering of information and knowledge, and surely in
its remediation of that material: Web 2.0 itself remains

the most effective means of understanding Web 2.0.
As we continue to traverse the temporal domain into

the realm of posthumanity and hyperreality, then, questions

arise that cannot be presently answered: what will "Web

3.0" be? How will the demise of physical media affect the
infrastructure of learning and communicating? If we define
them as those who have acquired functional digital literacy

as an aspect of primary language skills, then where does
"Generation M" end (if it will)? How will three-dimensional
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